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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report presents a methodology for determining community desires 
and attitudes concerning transportation mode selection and design, with an 
emphasis on improving and marketing public transportation modes. Empirical 
data is presented and analyzed for the Austin, Texas area, drawn from 293 
respondents representing the general adult community and its leadership. 
Findings are shown for the key attributes of transportation modes chosen 
for commuter trips, as well as shopping trips, as seen by potential con-
verts to public transportation. Market profiles are drawn for these 
"target groups," and marketing strategies are suggested relating the 
modal features to be stressed, demographic groups appealed to, promotional 
messages, appropriate communication media, and methods of financing public 
transportation. 
The Work Market 
Of the 252 respondents from the general adult sample, 171 answered the 
question concerning the mode usually selected for their trips to work or 
school. One hundred fifty of these people normally travel by car or other 
non-bus modes, and 42 of them said they would definitely use the mass tran-
sit system if it were improved. Thus, roughly one-sixth of the sample may be 
viewed as high-potential switchers to city mass transit for commuter work 
trips. 
Table 1 presents a descending ranking of the determinance of the 27 
characteristics of modes used for transportation to work or school, as 
rated by the target market of potential switchers to public transportation. 
In general, both the target and non-target groups shared similar desires 
for functional attributes such as dependability and brief travel time. 
However, the switchers seem more concerned with economy, low pollution 
per passenger, freedom from accidents, low energy use per passenger, and 
less with fun to drive. The last column of Table 1 summarizes the analysis 





























1 p < .05 
2 p < .10 
TABLE 1 
DETERMINANCE SCORES AND MODEL COMPARISONS 
FOR POTENTIAL SWITCHERS, WORK/SCHOOL 
Attribute 
Dependability 
Low energy use per passenger 
Economy 
Low pollution per passenger 
Convenience 
Flexibility 
Freedom from repairs 
Freedom from accidents 
No parking problems 
Brief travel time 
Safe from dangerous people 
Relaxing 
Ease of travel with packages 
Avoid traffic congestion 
Freedom from weather 
Uncrowded 
Privacy 
Ability to look at scenery 
Ease of travel with children 
Pleasant riding surroundings 
Ability to read 
Quiet ride 
Opportunity to socialize 
Smooth ride 
Can listen to radio or tape 
Fun to drive 
Socially accepted transporta-
tion mode 




























































personal car versus a bus for commuter trips. The images are highly distinct, 
and the bus is seen as superior in several attributes valued by this 
switcher group. 
The switchers, or target market, are relatively younger, have smaller 
households, and are more likely to shop and work in the downtown area 
than those less likely to switch to mass transit. Their mean education 
may also be somewhat higher than non-switchers, but neither income, nor 
the number of cars in the household, discriminates switchers from non-
switchers. The best single place for advertising to potential switchers 
would be the first or general news section of the local papers, to which 
a disproportionately high number of target switchers are exposed. The next 
most effective places to advertise are a university paper, a progressive 
rock station, a station specializing in "50's and 60's" music, and a pro-
gressive country or country rock music time slot. This target group tends 
to be less exposed to police detective T.V. programs, Dear Abby/Ann Landers, 
and participation in church organizations. 
The Shopping/Personal Business Trip Market 
Findings for the shopping/personal business trip sector of the trans-
portation market showed generally the same patterns as those for the 
commuter market. Of the 252 respondents from the general sample, 241 
answered the question concerning the mode usually selected for trips for 
shopping or personal business. Two hundred twenty of the 241 normally travel 
by car or other non-bus mode. Approximately one-sixth said they would defi-
nitely use the city mass transit system for these trips if it were improved. 
Table 2 presents a descending ranking of the determinance of the 27 charac-
teristics of modes used for shopping and personal business trips. Like the 
target commuter market, the target shoppers make modal choices based on cri-
teria such as convenience, dependability, economy, freedom from repairs and 
parking problems, and ecological considerations, such as energy use and 
low pollution per passenger. Unlike the commuter group, this group does 
not determine their choices on the mode characteristics of freedom from 





























1 p < .05 
2 p < .10 
TABLE 2 
DETERMINANCE SCORES AND MODEL COMPARISONS FOR POTENTIAL 
SWITCHERS, SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 




Low pollution 4.411 bus 1 per passenger 
Dependability 3.401 1 car 
Flexibility 3,401 1 car 
Economy 3.311 bus 1 
Low energy 2.861 bus 1 use per passenger 
Ease of travel with packages 2.251 1 car 
Freedom from repairs 2.091 bus 1 
No parking problems 1.592 bus 
1 
Brief travel time (door-to-door) 1.502 
1 car 
Avoid traffic congestion 1.06 bus 2 
Uncrowded .89 1 car 
Freedom from accidents .89 n.s.d. 
Safe from dangerous people - .02 n.s.d. 
Freedom from weather (door-to .35 1 - car 
door) 
Relaxing .87 bus 2 -
Ease of travel with children -1. 76 n.s.d. 
Pleasant riding surroundings -1.90 1 car 
Privacy -2.16 1 car 
Smooth ride -2.39 
1 car 
Quiet ride -2.58 1 car 
Fun to drive -2.95 carl 
Ability to read -3.28 bus 1 
Can listen to radio or tape -3.37 1 car 
Opportunity to socialize -3.47 bus 1 
Ability to look at scenery -3.52 bus 1 
Socially accepted transporta-
tion mode -4.10 n.s,d, 
travel with packages is now determinant, where it was not for commuting. 
Demographic and media information was also obtained for these groups. 
Financing Alternatives for Public Transit 
The relative acceptability of financing alternatives for public transit 
were determined, as well as the comparisons in financing attitudes between 
the general public and the leaders samples (Table 3). The rank orders 
correspond fairly closely, although it may be interesting to note that the 
leaders were more sensitive to property tax subsidies of mass transit 
(more strongly opposed than the general public) versus a sales tax subsidy 
(leaders somewhat favorable~ general sample somewhat opposed). The signifi-
cance of the data on financing attitudes is that most "solutions" are 
opposed by both groups, except for a relative lack of hostility (but not 
strong support) to tapping the "highways trust fund" for public transporta-
tion. Other data in the study indicate that riders are more apt to complain 
about long waits for buses, inconvenient routes, lack of information about 
the system, and risk of being stranded, than about bus fares" 
TABLE 3 
RELATIVE ACCEPTABILITY OF FINANCING METHODS 
FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS 
General Sample 
Mean Attitude l Rank 
Would you pay 1 or 2 cents tax/gal. 
of gasoline with that money 
going to mass transit? 2.70 
Riders should pay full costs of service 2.84 
Riders pay most costs; with balance 
from gasoline tax revenue 2.92 
Would you be in favor of a 1/2% 
increase in the current sales tax 
with the money collected earmarked 
for mass transit improvement? 3.22 
Would you •.. favor paying higher 
vehicle license plate fees on 
your personal vehicle with the 
money .•. for mass transit 3.26 
"No fare" for riders; mass transit 
financed by gasoline tax.. 3.35 
Riders pay most costs 7 with balance 
from tax added to property taxes 3.95 
Riders pay most costs, with balance 
from tax on electric bills 4.04 
"No fare ll for riders; mass transit 
financed by tax added to 
property taxes 4.12 
"No fare" for riders; mass transit 












1 Definitely Yes=l~ Yes=2, Neutra1=3, No=4, Definitely No=5 
Leaders Sample 
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ABSTRACT 
This report presents a methodology for determining community desires 
and attitudes concerning transportation mode selection and design, with an 
emphasis on improving and marketing public transportation modes. 
Empirical data is presented and analyzed for the Austin, Texas area, 
drawn from 293 respondents representing the general adult community and its 
leadership. Findings are shown for the key attributes of transportation 
modes chosen for commuter trips, as well as shopping trips, as seen by 
potential converts to public transportation. Market profiles are drawn for 
these Iltarget groups,1l and marketing strategies are suggested relating the 
modal features to be stressed, demographic groups appealed to, promotional 
messages, appropriate communication media, and methods of financing public 
transportation. 
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The recent recognition of the magnitude of transportation decisions' 
impact on the environment has prompted increased attention from behavioral 
scientists, marketing specialists, and government policy-makers (Battberg 
and Stivers, 1970; Business Week, 1974; Hille and Von Cube, 1963; Mundy, 
Cravens and Woodruff, 1974). Much from these disciplines may be fruitfully 
applied to public transportation planning and promotion, but it is important 
to avoid doing so only after these transportation systems have been adopted. 
Attempts to change attitudes may unfortunately prove less productive than 
application of a marketing concept approach, which must start prior to com-
pleting the public transportation system and related policies. Under the 
marketing concept, one attempts to change (or build in) transportation 
system features which are based on rider and community-determined needs, and 
then seeks to communicate appropriate messages to various types of potential 
riders and non-riding supporters of the system. 
In addition, rather than making appeals to "the public," it may be 
productive to first identify those who might be most likely to respond to 
transportation changes made according to their specific needs, and then move 
to promotional messages aimed differentially at them as a "target market." 
This group may contain the major market segment, and their transportation 
attitudes, media habits, and demographic characteristics may be measured and 
analyzed to produce an integrated campaign designed to increase their rider-
ship (Kotler, 1972, chapter 6). This report provides information on market 
segmentation to potential customer/traveler groups, as well as to others 
whose financial and attitudinal support may be crucial in implementing 
public transportation system improvements. 
A medium-sized city in central Texas (Austin, population 300,000) has been 
chosen as a study area for a marketing approach to transportation modification. 
The city is undergoing rapid growth, which will hopefully be managed 
through community involvement in goal-setting and various current planning 
activities. As noted above, the study is part of a D.O.T. grant to the 
University of Texas to study "Transportation to Fulfill Human Needs in the 
Rural/Urban Environment." While the nature of the community studied tends 
1 
to produce some differences from key transportation attributes identified 
in more urbanized areas, the methodology employed and types of information 
obtained might prove useful for population center larger and smaller 
than Austin. For communities having similar characteristics, these data 
may be particularly useful to: 
(1) develop a method for identifying the transportation features or 
attributes (e.g., ride comfort, flexibility, economy ••• ) that determine 
modal choices for specific trip purposes, such as 11 to work or school," or 
11 for shopping or personal businessl1 ; 
(2) estimate the percentage of people now using private cars who 
would be quite likely to switch to a public transportation system if it were 
improved to suit their needs; 
(3) evaluate the attributes of existing low-density modes (cars) 
and high-density transportation modes (buses) to spot critical gaps between 
perceived features of buses versus cars, in terms of those attributes that 
determine modal choices, and recommend ways in which high-density mode features 
should be changed (or new modes offered) and/or communicated to potential 
switchers identified in step 2; 
(4) indicate appropriate promotional messages to appeal to these 
potential riders, along with media that effectively reach this group; and 
(5) survey both the general adult community and a designated "leaders" 
group for their attitudes towards public transportation and appropriate 
means of financing improvements, and provide local officials with a ranking of 
acceptable financing alternatives for each group, along with suggested 
public promotional messages for support. 
METHODOLOGY 
Sample and Data Collection 
The findings reported in this paper are drawn mainly from questionnaires 
administered to a general sample of adults (252 usable responses) and a "city 
leaders" sample (41 usable responses). Data was obtained between April 
and June, 1974, and partly reflects the l1energy crisis" (for example, energy 
2 
use became a key factor in modal choice criteria for some segments of the 
community). 
The data collection methods, cover story, and questionnaires were the 
same for both groups. The general adults were contacted in a stratified 
random sample of Austin households by census tract (quotas proportional to 
population). Interviewers enumerated households within each census tract, 
with starting points determined by the researchers' selecting random blocks 
within tracts and random corners and walking directions within blocks. Every 
third household was approached, with provisions for call-backs, staggered 
interviewing hours, and alternately selected male and female respondents 
(18 years and over). Respondents were told this was a study to learn what 
people want in personal and public transportation, and individual confiden-
tiality was stressed. Due to the length (completion time about 45 minutes) and 
complexity of some questions for a general sample, interviewers were essential 
in insuring cooperation and providing clarification of questions. To in-
crease the speed and candor of responses, respondents filled out their own 
questionnaires, except in those households where translation to Spanish 
necessitated a more active role by the bilingual interviewers. 
The "leaders" sample was obtained by contacting randomly selected names 
from a list provided by the Austin City Planning Department. The list con-
tained financial people, real estate builders, chamber of commerce members, 
and other influential types. While it was anticipated that few of these 
people would be likely switchers to public transportation, their views on 
planning and financing public transportation must be strongly considered by 
any taxing authority (e.g., the city council). 
Overview of Questionnaire and Data Analysis 
Part One of the questionnaire (see Appendix 1) obtained information 
concerning respondents' traveling frequency for trips to work (or school, 
if students), mode usually selected, criteria for choosing modes for this 
trip purpose, and ratings of a car and a bus for these trips. Subjects 
were asked to assume they were choosing a transportation mode for trips 
to work or school, and to evaluate 27 modal attributes (e.g., economy, 
convenience, energy use per passenger •.• ) in two distinct ways. Initially, 
3 
they were to indicate the relative importance of each attribute on a five-
point scale ranging from "no importance" (scored as 1) to "extremely im-
portant" (scored as 5). Then, they indicated how much difference they per-
ceived among various transportation modes in terms of each attribute listed. 
Five-point rating scales were again used, ranging from "no differences" (1) 
to "extreme differences" (5). 
Scales for these importance and difference perceptions were multiplied 
together for each respective attribute and respondent, to obtain a measure 
of the "determinance" (Alpert, 1971; Myers and Alpert, 1968) of that attri-
bute. Potential determinance scores for each subject and attribute thus 
ranged from 1 (no importance, no differences) to 25 (extremely important, 
extreme differences). 
This combining procedure is based on the assumption that the relative 
weight of a specific attribute in determining whether or not a particular 
transportation mode is selected is a function of the combined effect of the 
importance of the attribute to travelers and the amount of perceived varia-
tion among alternative modes, in terms of that attribute. For example, 
avoiding traffic congestion was perceived as important, but it probably lacks 
determinance because many modes (in Austin) are perceived as equally free 
from (or subject to) traffic congestion. Accordingly, perceptions of this 
attribute of local transportation modes probably do not influence modal 
choices nearly as much as, say, dependability, which has both importance 
and perceived variation among modes. 
After providing these importance and difference perceptions, respondents 
next rated a personal car along five-point semantic differentials (e.g., 
Economical: ____________ : Expensive) to indicate its suitability 
for these commuter trips in terms of each of the above 27 attributes. 
This format was also used to secure ratings of a bus's attributes for the 
same trip purpose. 
Data from Part One was used to identify key target switchers to mass 
transit, as well as their perceptions of needed improvements in mass transit 
(currently synonymous with buses). The "target market" was operationally 
defined as those persons who travel to work or school and do not now use the 
city bus (or the University shuttle bus), but who indicated "definitely yes" 
4 
when asked in a later question if they would use city mass transit for trips 
to work or school if it were improved. Current bus patrons are important, 
but neither they nor people who do not normally travel to work or school 
provide the opportunity for increased patronage which is represented by the 
target group. 
Having identified a segment of potential switchers to public transporta-
tion and having computed their determinance scores, one can examine perceived 
differences between buses versus cars, in terms of attributes that determine 
their transportation decisions. Gaps between non-determinant attributes are 
not worth concentrating upon because these perceptions have a weaker influence 
on modal choices. However, gaps along determinant attributes may point to 
needed changes in the features of buses (or other modes that can embody the 
attributes sought by the potential switchers), as well as attributes that 
need stress in promotion to potential switchers. 
Part Two allows the same kinds of determinant attribute analysis, this 
time with trips for shopping or personal business. Certain attributes, such 
as "ease of travel with children," may here obtain determinance where pre-
viously it was lacking. In addition, different types of people may become 
the target market. In this report, we shall first concentrate on the com-
muter trip market. The cost-benefit of increased patronage in this sector 
is more dramatic than for shopping/personal business trips due to the criti-
cal role commuter trips play in determining freeway, bridge, and tunnel ex-
penditures. A conversion to higher rider density per vehicle in this market 
may thus be more important, although the need for public transportation im-
provements in the other trip categories is non-trivial. These latter cate-
gories will be examined following the discussion of the commuter trip 
market. 
Part Three measures attitudes toward financing public transportation, 
as well as transportation's role in city planning, pollution, and so forth. 
This part also contains the "would you use city mass transit if improved 
••• " questions discussed above, and probes for specific complaints con-
cerning the current bus system. 
Part Four measures respondents' exposure to various general media 
(newspapers and sections, clubs, .•• ), as well as specific stations and 
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times during which they normally listen to radio or watch t.v. Information 
from this section helps develop specific media campaigns to reach target 
switchers, leaders, or "the general public", depending on what action re-
garding patronage or financial support is being sought. 
Part Five measures basic demographic information (sex, age, income . .), 
along with shopping and work patterns. This data can be used to identify 
profiles of swi tchers (or other groups, such as "leaders"), infer their 
needs and the communicators with whom they might identify, and thereby help 
to design more effective promotional messages. 
THE WORK/SCHOOL TRIP MARKET 
Of the 252 respondents from the general adult sample, 171 answered 
the question concerning the mode usually selected for their trips to work 
or school. One hundred fifty of these people normally travel by car or other 
non-bus modes, and 42 of them said they would definitely use the city mass 
transit system if it were improved. Thus, roughly one-sixth of the sample 
may be viewed as high-potential switchers to city mass transit for c6mmuter 
trips. Since the system now gets some three to five percent of local trips, 
there is reason to hope for potential improvement even if less than one-sixth 
1 of the city can actually be converted. While the proportion of switchers is 
probably overstated, these people can be taken as representative of the poten-
tial switchers in the area surveyed, since the sample was randomly contacted 
and potential switchers may have characteristics similar to the population 
of adults in the city as a whole. 
Table 1 presents a descending ranking of the determinance of the 27 
characteristics of modes used for transportation to work or school, as 
rated by the target market of potential switchers to public transportation. 
The "z-values" represent the comparison of the mean determinance rating for 
each attribute with the mean for all attributes, adjusting for the standard 
deviation of these ratings, and the number rating each attribute. 2 
The determinant attributes for the target group should be stressed in 
obtaining their patronage of public transportation, while those not deter-
6 
mining choices would probably not be worth spending money on improving and/or 
promoting. The key attributes appear generally like those of other studies 
(Hille and Martin, 1967; Hille, et al., 1968; Mundy, Cravens and Woodruff, 
1974), with some interesting and possibly important differences in this 
market. An example of a possible important difference is safety from danger-
our people. Commonly researched (and expensive) ride characteristics such 
as ride quality and quietness may not be determinants for those commuters 
likely to switch from cars to mass transit. This does not mean that these 
elements should be ignored, and it is probable that improvements beyond a 
basically adequate level of comfort and quiet are potentially less useful 
than stress on more valued commuter mode features. 
In order to appeal to potential switchers, public transportation would 
need to incorporate satisfactory levels of the 11 determinant attributes 
noted in Table 1. For explanatory insight, and some idea of future trends, 
it is worth noting that although a multiple discriminant analysis (Veldman, 
1967) of the target group versus the non-switchers, in terms of determinance 
profiles, does not show an overall difference (Wilks' Lambda significant 
at a = .33), the patterns of similarity and differentiation are intuitively 
reasonable. In general, both groups shared similar desires for functional 
attributes such as dependability and brief travel time. However, the 
switchers seem more concerned with economy (a = .07), low pollution per pas-
senger (a = .07), freedom from accidents (a = .07), low energy use per 
passenger (a = .01), and less with fun to drive (a = .01). 
The last column of Table I summarizes the analysis (t-tests with re-
peated measures) comparing the perceived image which persons in the target 
group had of a personal car versus a bus for commuter trips (Veldman, 1967). 
The images are highly distinct, and the bus is seen as superior in several 
attributes valued by this switchet group. If progress can be made in closing 
gaps for dependability, convenience, flexibility, travel time, and safety 
from dangerous people, while stressing the perceived advantages in economy, 
"hassle-freedom," and "societal factors," significant market penetration 
might ensue. Deviations from fixed-route, fixed-time service, involving 
dial-a-ride, park-and-ride, and car-pooling incentives, show promise in 






























1 p < .05 
2 p < .10 
TABLE 1 
DETERMINANCE SCORES AND MODEL COMPARISONS 
FOR POTENTIAL SWITCHERS. WORK/SCHOOL 
Attribute Z Value 
Dependability 4.59
1 
Low energy use per passenger 4.41
1 
Economy 3.911 
Low pollution per passenger 3.791 
Convenience 3.731 
Flexibility 3.331 
Freedom from repairs 2.221 
Freedom from accidents 2.161 
No parking problems 2.091 
Brief travel time 1.821 
Safe from dangerous people 1.671 
Relaxing . 41 
East of travel with packages .23 
Avoid traffic congestion .01 
Freedom from weather - .08 
Uncrowded -1.25 
Privacy -1.85 
Ability to look at scenery -1.94 
Ease of travel with children -2.02 
Pleasant riding surroundings -2.18 
Ability to read -2.20 
Quiet ride -2.95 
Opportunity to socialize -3.15 
Smooth ride -3.53 
Can listen to radio or tape -3.88 
Fun to drive -4.24 
Socially accepted transportation -5.45 
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even conventional bus systems may be viable in this segment, given increas-
ing federal support (Business Week, 1974), shifts in people's determinance 
profiles, and the relative advantages of mass transit versus cars. 
Demographics 
Can marketing efforts be effectively focused on people who seek the 
above combination of attributes? Comparing the target group with the rest 
of the general sample, in terms of demographic variables and work/shopping 
location characteristics, produced a Wilks' Lambda significant at a = .02 
(See Table 2). The significantly discriminating variables indicated that 
switchers may be relatively younger (mean age about 30 versus 35), have small 
households, are more likely to be full-time or part-time students (although 
60 percent are non-students), and are more likely to shop and work in the 
downtown area than those less likely to switch to mass transit. Their mean 
education may also be somewhat higher than non-switchers (a = .14), but 
neither income (a = .74), nor the number of cars in the household (a = .40), 
discriminates switchers from non-switchers. Unlike current riders (an 
essentially "captive" market), switchers have the option of auto transporta-
tion but may choose mass transit for other reasons, relating perhaps to 
their educational backgrounds and value-systems, if given a reasonably effi-
cient alternative to personal cars. 
Media 
Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarize the comparative media exposure habits of 
the target switcher-group (for work/school trips) versus those for the rest 
of the general adult sample. Exhibit 1 provides descriptions of radio pro-
gramming content. While media categories, particularly specific time slots, 
are too numerous to mention here, some highlights for directing messages 
for the switcher-group can be noted. 
Table 3 ranks the general types of media, according to the percentage 
of the target group who were operationally defined as "usually exposed" to 
each type. Specific stations and time slots are similarly ranked in Table 





Sex (l=M, 2=F) 
Marital Status (1=Sing1e, 2=Married, 
3=Other) 
Student Status (1=Fu11 time student, 
2=Part time student, 
3=Not student) 
Age (1=<21, 2=21-29, 3=30-44, 4=45-59, 
5=>60) 
Household Size (1=1, 2=2, 3=3, 4=4, 5=5) 
Education (l=Jr Hi, 2=Hi sch, 
3=Hi sch grad, 
4=Co11ege/Prof. train, 
5= Co11. grad) 
Income (1=<5000, 2=5000-9999, 
3=10,000-14,999, 
4=15,000-19,999, 5=>20,000) 
# of Autos (l=None, 2=1, 3=2, 4=3+) 
Time in Austin (1=<6 mo, 2=6 mo-1yr, 
3=1-3yr, 4=3-5yr, 5=5yr+) 
Work Downtown (l=Yes, 2=No) 
Shop Downtown (1=2/wk, 2=2-3/mo, 3=1/mo, 
4=every 2-3mo, 
5=a1most never) 
Shop Highland Mall (same scale as above) 
















Shop Southwood Center (same scale as above) 4.4571 
1p < .05 

































RANKED GENERAL MEDIA EXPOSURE, WORK/SCHOOL 
Media Type 
1. General news-
list section of 
newspaper 
2. TV news programs 
3. Movies (TV) 
4. Radio news programs 
5. Daily Texan 
6. Entertainment section 
of newspaper 
7. "Top 40" music 
(Radio) 
8. "Easy Listening" 
music (Radio) 





















HIGHEST RANKED MEDIA SLOTS, WORK/SCHOOL SWITCHERS 
Percent of target Percent of non-
Station Time Slots exposed targetf:!xposed 
1. KVUE (TV) 6-10 pm 48.8 39.3 
2. KTBC (TV) 6-10 pm 48.8 49.5 
3. KTVV (TV) 6-10 pm 41. 9 40.8 
4. KVUE (TV) 10 pm on 27.9 14.3 
5. KTBC (TV) 4-6 pm 25.6 18.9 
6. KTBC (TV) 10 pm on 25.6 20.9 
7. KTVV (TV) 10 pm on 23.3 17.9 
8. KLRN (TV) 6-10 pm 18.6 11.7 
9. KVET 6-10 pm 18.6 7.1 
10. KRMH 10 pm on 18.6 6.6 
11. KLBJ-AM 7-9 am 18.6 11.7 
12. KNOW 7-9 am 16.3 12.8 
13. KNOW 4-6 pm 14 8.2 
14. KNOW 6-10 pm 14 8.2 
15. KLBJ-FM 10 pm on 14 5.1 
16. KOKE 6-10 pm 14 5.1 
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TABLE 5 
* DISCRIMINATING MEDIA, WORK/SCHOOL 
Media 
Daily Texan 
Ann Landers/Dear Abby 
Police Detective TV Programs 
Church organizations 
KLBJ-AM 4-6 pm 
KLBJ-FM 4-6 pm 
KLBJ-FM 10 pm on 
KOKE 
KOKE 6-10 pm 
KHFI noon-4 pm 
KRMH 
KRMH 10 pm on 
KVUE-TV 10 pm on 





















R~ad Magazines 2.44 
(l=don't read at all, 
2=1-30 minutes, 3=31-60 minutes, 
4=over 1 hour) 
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Percent of non-


































EXHIBIT 1 - Description of Local Radio Programming 
Source: 
Radio Log 
':IIOW 111'10 kc)-Too~ music; M",sal 
I,ve mmutes befor~ Ihe h"",; .. eat her on 
lhe_" 24h""rsd.ily. 
teOKE (1)70 '-<I-Mod.," country 
mU'iIC n~*s ana \llteather on the hour; 
"Skvwatch Austin" ""affic re~rt$ 
morning and afternoon; live reDOns from 
NaliOnal Wtdther Ser'lice 1:2'0 a.m. and 
12'lSp.m.; "Arleioh Ouft Show" lOa.m. to 
noon; 6 a.m. to kl<;alsunsel. 
teL8J (590 kel-local. reoion,,' ""w" 
ces news; fdS'I hstenino music; cas 
~adio Drama at 9,01 p.m. njrght)v; S a.m. 
I" t.06 •. m. Monday·Fr,day; to 12;58a m. 
S.tu,dn·Suneta,.. 
KlltL 19/0 kHz) Middle-oi·t!\e·road 
POPu lar and standard music; ASC nf!WS 
on the hour; focal and state news at 6, 
6;30. 7. 8 and 10:30 '.m.; 12:20. ~:30. 5. 
5.30 dnd 605 O.m.; Howa'd Cosell 
Soo,t. .1 7:'S a.m .• n~ 5:45 o.m.; 
.. Austin Today:' news, inh!rview$ anc) 
cublic affairs 1Z'2().t p,m.; commentary 
by Harry Reasoner, Howard K. Smith 
and Edward P. Morgan with Frank 
Gif!or~ SpO,ts 6: 1~:3OQ.m. 
KYE T (1300 _c)-Counlry western 
music; news ~t t3 minu1t's after the hour; 
First Baoh~t Chure" services Sundav at It 
,a m,;Z.hoursdaily. 
FM STATIONS • 
KI.SE·FM 1100.1)- Big Band Sl"", 
musk; news on the hour; 24 hours daily. 
teHF' FIlA 198 a)-Hit "~r",,,. of golde,,' 
SOllI"(1S of mlJsic from 1955 to the Dre~nt;' 
U hours dally; n~s at: 2'0 and:«) after th~ 
hou,; w •• t"", at: to o net . SCI oller the Mu'. 
KMFA·FM (89.5) - CI.",co' muSiC in 
stereo 1 p.m, 10 midniQht daily. 
teOlCE·FM 195.5) - Proo"",v","'Jnl'y 
m\Js/rc in stereo 18 h{MJrs dail"" 10 a,m. to 4 
am,; Te:cas State Netwo~ news at fiVf;! 
minutes before the hoor; "BlJf'nos Dias 
~iJn!sn PrD;jrifm" 6Jo 10a.-m. d4il'l. 
ICRMH·I'M fl6J.11 Contem""r ... music 
in QuadraPhonic-stereo; rHi'WS and 
weather at :15 PoIIst II>e hou,; A,t Y""ng 
6·9 S.m.. musi~·n~ws-informa1ion, witl'l 
newsmak.er or celebritv interview 8-9 
am,2Ahoursdaily. 
I(ll\J·FM (93.7) P'09,."iv. 
COf\temporary music f'H!'1N$ at :20 p~st tl'l. 
hour; lJ .!.m. to 'a.m. Mondav·Saturday; 8 
a,m. to 1 a,m. Sunday. 
IWT·FM ('I() 7) - National anet ASC 
Raoio Ne1works; "'Eklektik01:~ c:lassk.t 
mus)( 6,s a.m,. 9 (I.m, to noon; jazz 1 to 9 
p,m,; "EI Desboelador" (SpaniSh til;'tQu~e 
(If'~(amin;,)) 9to1t(),m.; "$0\.;1 on Ice" 11 
p.m. to '2 a.rrL; "All Thinos C()'"'!siderea," 
Ol"W~fT'\.aoaline of the air. 5.30 to' p.m. 
Saturday; 1 c.m, ClCIIerl; , p,m. ,all. 
Sur¥:1ih': 6 a.m. Sokred concer1; 1 p.m. 
"COt\(er! 01 tl>e 1'11_"; 11 p.m. City 
Council m~tinos live ThursdaY a1 1 /:!I.m. 
From'a.m. to2a.m. (Saily. 
Entertainment Sec tion of Austin American StatemcIn. 
January 6, 1975. 
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first or general news section of the Austin American Statesman, provided 
print, sound, and visual formats are equally effective, and assuming certain 
cost considerations. A comprehensive media strategy program is beyond the 
scope of this report, although developing one would be enhanced by the media 
exposure data in Tables 3-5, and 10-12. More detailed information on the 
considerations involved in developing such a program may be found in the 
articles by Gensch (1968, 1970). 
Normally a firm would choose media that most effectively reach the 
target market, taking into account the cost per exposure, media effectiveness, 
and media overlap. Where the costs per thousand (in the audience) are com-
parable, information such as that in Table 5 would influence the choice of 
media that reach a greater percentage of the target group than the general 
population, for this would produce a lower cost per exposure to target 
customers. Media costs are usually proportionate (within types) to the size 
of the audience. Hence one is usually better off choosing a time slot with 
a smaller audience (but disproportionately high in target customers) than a 
one with a larger audience (even in the target market, but also even larger 
in the non-target group), given that costs are higher in the second slot. 
In addition to this principle, one would generally consider the costs 
of each time slot (or section of paper, size of ad versus exposure, etc.), 
and adjust by the penetration indicated in Tables 3 and 4. If, for example, 
the cost of a message placed in the first section of the American Statesman 
newspaper (reaching 81.4% of the target customers) were twice as great as 
an advertisement in the Daily Texan, more dollars should be allocated to 
Daily Texan ads. Time slots could also be chosen by cgncentrating on those 
that produce the greatest numbers of target customers per advertising dollar 
(indexed by the cost of the ad, divided by the percentage in target "ex-
posed") • 
Of course, with a "public interestll product such as public transportation, 
considerable donated time might be expected from media (public interest/FCC 
considera tions). Given II free" media time (or space), Tables 3 and 4 are 
more directly applicable to media scheduling than the differences noted in 
Table 5. For a combination of free and paid-for-media, the three tables 
should be used in concert with cost data from local advertising agencies. 
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Initially, the data in Tables 3 and 4 suggest messages be placed in media 
such as the general news section of the local paper, near T.V. news pro-
grams, T.V. movies (if cost feasible), and the other spots indicated by 
the rankings. 
Table 5 suggests additional advertising spots. Media in which a dis-
proportionately high number of target switchers are exposed include: the 
Daily Texan (the university paper, which the data indicates may also be 
read by target customers who are non-students but have household members 
who are students, by faculty, and by ex-students settling in Austin); a 
"progressive rock" station (KRMH, especially at night); a station (KHFI-FM) 
specializing in 1150's and 60's" (ala "American Graffiti"), and "progressive 
country" or "country rock" music time slot. Compared to the low potential 
switcher, the target group tend to be less exposed to police detective T.V. 
programs, Dear Abby/Ann Landers, and church organizations. Inferences 
concerning their relative values and life styles may also arise from these 
media data. 
The high proportion of readers of the university paper, plus a dis-
proportionate number of students in the target market raises the question 
of whether there are two segments within the target group. However, 
attempting to discriminate between students and non-students in the target 
group, based on determinance scores, yields a 97% probability that they 
seek the same attributes. Demographically, the non-student switchers have 
more education and are older, but tend to work and shop in the same parts of 
town as do the students. Hence this segment is relatively homogeneous and 
may respond to similar appeals for patronage. If students wanted different 
transportation features than the non-student potential switchers, it might 
be risky to design a unique system for them. This might dilute the promo-
tional and system improvement effects, and the two sub-markets might have 
conflicting needs. Further, improvements in the route structure of the 
university shuttle bus system might take away the student segment.
3 
How-
ever, given the relative homogeneity of the switcher group, those risks 
are minimized, and a consistent set of changes and messages may be under-
taken. Financing several of the needed changes and promotional campaigns 
for public transportation may be approached in several ways. Prior to dis-
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cussing the findings relevant to this matter, let us consider the data and 
recommendations put forth for the second major travel-purpose segment: 
Shopping and personal business trips. 
SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS TRIPS 
Findings for the shopping/personal business trip sector of the trans-
portation market generally showed the same patterns as those for the com-
muter market, with respect to target customers, features sought, improve-
ments needed, and media exposure. Where differences occurred, they were 
generally in hypothesized and intuitively reasonable directions. In the 
following sections, we shall present summary tables, similar to those pre-
viously presented, as well as a discussion of their implications for public 
transportation in the shopping/personal business trip sector. 
Of the 252 respondents from the general sample, 241 answered the question 
concerning the mode usually selected for trips for shopping or personal 
business, in contrast to 171 answering the similar question for commuter 
trips. Nearly all of the respondents thus indicated a usual demand for 
shopping or personal business trips, while a number may not commute due to 
neither working (outside the home) nor going to school. Two hundred twenty 
of the 241 normally travel by car or other non-bus mode, but 41 of them said 
they would definitely use the city mass transit system for these trips if 
it were improved. This fraction represents about one-sixth of the respondents 
as potential converts to the city transit system, this time for non-commuter 
trips, although the same caution should again be taken in viewing this frac-
tion as a market potential. They are more of a target group, and can be 
taken as representative of others in the survey area who might also switch 
to public transportation for these trips, if it is adequately improved and 
communicated to them. 
Twenty-three of the 252 respondents appear as potential switchers to 
public transportation for both commuting and non-commuting trips, and some 
degree of overlap is reasonable given the attitudes and values of potential 
switchers. Eighteen new people appear on the switcher-list for non-com-
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muting trips, perhaps due to differences in their travel habits, economic 
conditions, or other factors. Some persons are willing to switch for one 
trip purpose, some for another type, and some for both types. The fact that 
the two target groups are not identical suggests different demographic and 
media profiles for the two segments, along with potentially differing deter-
minant attributes sought from transportation modes. These will be discussed 
below. 
One final observation at this point is that while the same fraction of 
the general respondents (one-sixth) appears IImost likely to swi tchll to 
public transportation for each of these differing trip-types, the public 
transportation system may be potentially less competitive in the non-commuter 
segment. A greater proportion of non-commuters indicated they would 
switch (42 out of 171) than of non-bus shopping/personal business travelers 
(41 out of 241). This suggests that non-commuting travel patterns and 
sought features may be harder to satisfy with public transportation, and the 
Austin community switching-intentions confirm this intuitively expected 
finding. Three points are relevant here. First, the non-commuter market is 
still an important sector to satisfy (although not as crucial as the IIpeakll 
commuter one), due to a need for public transportation for non-commuting 
persons who cannot or may not choose to use private transportation. This 
group is rapidly enlarging to include potentially liberated housewives who 
might more easily be freed from their II cryp to-servant ,II chauffer status, if 
public transportation were more adequate to ferry children to and from 
school, music lessons, boy and girl scouts, and homes, rather than requiring 
parental (usually female) picking up and dropping off. Second, it is impor-
tant for the public transportation system to improve load factors during 
off-peak times, for this is where excess capacity is likely to be greatest, 
and labor and vehicle costs are likely to be more efficiently applied if 
this is reduced. Third, just as in the commuter market, it is important to 
orient improvement of features, promotion, etc., towards those target cus-
tomers most likely to switch to public transportation for shopping/personal 
business trips. Appealing to these people, and the attributes they deem im-
portant for transportation, is likely to bring more results than a general 
attempt to please lithe publicll which may want different attributes, and/or 
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is likely not to respond to promotional messages beamed broadly in too diverse 
media slots. 
Determinant Attributes for Shopping/Personal Business Modal Choice 
Table 6 presents" z-values" and bus versus car image comparisons in the 
same manner as Table 1 illustrated for commuter trips. As noted above, this 
switcher-group values a similar pattern of attributes as do the potential 
switching commuters, with some exceptions. Like the target commuter market, 
the target shoppers make modal choices based on criteria such as convenience, 
dependability, economy, freedom from repairs and parking problems, and eco-
t 
logical considerations such as energy-use and low pollution per passenger. 
Unlike the commuter group, this group does not determine their choices on 
the mode characteristics of freedom from accidents and safety from dangerous 
people. The former probably reflects the lower traffic density for these 
types of trip purposes, and the latter may lack determinance due to shopping/ 
personal business trips taking place during daylight hours. More commuting 
may occur during early morning or late evening hours, during which times 
safety from dangerous people may be a more crucial consideration. The lack 
of determinance of these two attributes is also shown by the lack of signifi-
cant differences in the perceived profiles of bus versus car, in terms of these 
characteristics (whereas in the commuter segment the modes were seen to 
differ in these traits). 
In addition to these two features that lack determinance for target 
switchers in the shopping market, Table 6 shows that "ease of travel with 
packages" is now determinant, where it was not for commuting. This is indeed 
reasonable, given the trip purpose, and the table also shows that this is one 
of the determinant attributes in which the bus is judged inferior to a private 
car. (The right column summarizes the statistical comparisons of images, 
such as were discussed for commuters). To more adequately meet the needs 
of potential bus-riding shoppers, the public mode(s) should improve in this 
trait. Buses might be improved with lower step-ups and slower-closing doors 
(or promotional messages might stress the fact that buses now have package racks 
and wide, slower-closing doorways, if riders perceive buses to lack these attri-































P < .05 
2p < .10 
TABLE 6 
DETERMINANCE SCORES AND MODAL COMPARISONS FOR POTENTIAL 
SWITCHERS, SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 
Attribute 
Convenience 




Low energy use per passenger 
Ease of travel with packages 
Freedom from repairs 
No parking problems 
Brief travel time (door-to-door) 
Avoid traffic congestion 
Uncrowded 
Freedom from accidents 


















Freedom from weather (door-to-door) - .35 
Relaxing - .87 
Ease of travel with children 




Fun to drive 
Ability to read 
Can listen to radio or tape 
Opportunity to socialize 
Ability to look at scenery 















































package-handling convenience of cars, as well as several other combinations 
of attributes of buses and cars. 
Thus the promotional and service-improvement implications of Table 6 
are similar to those that Table 1 had for the commuter market. Public trans-
portation has perceived (by the target group) advantages in the determinant 
attributes of economy, "hassle-freedom," and ecology, all of which may be 
effective elements of promotional message strategy. However, it will be 
necessary to noticeably improve on current determinant attribute deficiencies 
in convenience, dependability, travel time, flexibility, and package-handling 
ease. Together with the suggestions made above, shorter headways and better 
routing might enable market gains in ridership, provided these are directed 
towards the target customers, both geographically and via appropriate pro-
motional media (to be discussed below). 
Demographics 
Table 7 summarizes the comparison of demographic variables and work/ 
shopping location characteristics profiles of the target group with the 
rest of the general adult sample. These profiles are even more distinct than 
for the commuter switcher versus non-switcher comparison (Wilks' Lambda sig-
nificant at a = .0002). Some of the same distinctions of the switcher group 
are again relevant to this segment of the travel market, although there 
are some changes. As in Table 2, the right column presents the univariate 
F-ratios (for two group ANOVA, equivalent to the square of the t-test ratio). 
These comparisons indicate that switchers may be more likely to shop 
downtown than non-switchers, which was also true for the commuter target 
group. However, this group is not more likely than the non-switcher group 
to work downtown. Like the commuter switchers, this target group has 
relatively small families and is more student-oriented than the non-switchers, 
although again over 60 percent (here 64 percent) are non-students. 
Unlike the commuter target riders, this group is not different from the 
rest of the community in age or time in Austin (on which the former group 
was somewhat low). They are significantly lower in family income and in 






Sex (l=M, 2=F) 
Marital Status (1=Sing1e, 2=Married, 
3=Other) 
Student Status (1=Fu11 time student, 
2=Part time student, 
3=Not student) 
Age (1=<21, 2=21-29, 3=30-44, 4=45-59, 
5=>60) 
Household Size (1=1, 2=2, 3=3, 4=4, 
5=5) 
Education (l=Jr Hi, 2=Hi sch, 
3=Hi sch grad, 
4=Co11ege/Prof. train, 
5= ColI. grad) 
Income (1=<5,000, 2=5,000-9,999, 
3=10,000-14,999, 
4=15,000-19,999, 5=>20,000) 
# of Autos (l=None, 2=1, 3=2, 4=3+) 
Time in Austin (1=<6 mo, 2=6 mo-1yr, 
3=1-3yr, 4=3-5yr, 
5= 5yr+) 
Work Downtown (l=Yes, 2=No) 
Shop Downtown (1=2/wk, 2=2-3/mo, 
3=1/mo, 4=every 2-3mo, 
5=a1most never) 
Shop Highland Mall (same scale as 
above) 
Shop Hancock Center (same scale as 
above) 
Shop Southwood Center (same scale as 
above) 
1 < 0 P • 5 



































target switchers. Demographically, we might characterize this group of 
potential switchers to public transit for shopping trips as needing alter-
natives to cars, whereas the first target group had more discretion. These 
switchers seem also to be motivated by their greater downtown shopping 
frequency, although they still do so infrequently (about I/month versus the 
non-switchers' every 2-3 months). Given more effective public transportation, 
this frequency might increase, and this has of course motivated downtown sup-
port of public transportation. Promotional appeals to this switcher-group 
might stress the appropriateness of shopping by public transportation in re-
moving the need for a second car (they average about 1 1/4 cars/household), 
as well as the economy and other attributes mentioned above. 
Media 
How can the target cu.stomers for shopping/personal business travel be 
effectively reached? Tables 8-10 provide the same kinds of media exposure 
data as the earlier discussed Tables 3-5. Given the availability of donated 
media space (or time) previously discussed, the messages could be placed on 
those media ranked highest in exposure for the target customers, independent 
of the differential exposure between target and non-target groups (provided 
of course that messages do not antagonize non-target persons who would also 
be reached). Media candidates for 11 free exposure" attempts would be similar 
to those cited before, including the general news section of the American 
Statesman, T.V. news programs, prime-time T.V. (all three networks), and 
T.V. movies. In addition, the target group is highly exposed to the Daily 
Texan and frequently listens to classical music (not true of the commuter 
target market, who may not be home as often during the day), both media in 
disproportionate numbers relative to the non-switchers. Dollars spent to 
promote in these media, if rates are assumed proportionate to audience size, 
would be relatively more efficiently allocated than those for media that 
are high in both target and non-target exposure. 
The data in Table 10 are particularly useful in modifying the simple ranked 
general media of Table 8 and time-slots of Table 9, for it lists those 
media to which the target audience is differentially exposed. Where exposure 
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TABLE 8 
RANKED GENERAL MEDIA EXPOSURE, SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 
Percent of Target Percent of Non-
Media Type Exposed target Exposed 
1. General news (1st 85 80.4 
section of newspaper) 
2. Watch T.V. news programs 70 64.8 
3. Watch movies (T. V . ) 65 66.3 
4. Radio news programs 60 62.8 
5. Daily Texan 47.5 21.1 
6. Entertainment section 45 43.2 
of newspaper 
7. Newspaper comics 40 36.2 
8. Listen to classical music 40 23.6 
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TABLE 9 
RANKED MEDIA EXPOSURE (Specific Slots), 
SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 
Percent Target Percent Non-
Variables Exposed target Exposed 
l. KTBC (TV) 6-10 pm 39 51.5 
2. KVUE (TV) 6-10 pm 36.6 41.9 
3. KTVV (TV) 6-10 pm 31. 7 42.9 
4. KVUE (TV) 10 pm on 24.4 15.2 
5. KTW (TV) 10 pm on 19.5 18.7 
6. KTBC (TV) 10 pm on 19.5 22.2 
7. KTBC (TV) 4-6 pm 17.1 20.7 
8. KTVT (TV) 6-10 pm 17.1 7.6 
9. KRMH-F'M 10 pm on 17.1 7.1 
10. KLBJ-AM 7-9 am 17.1 12.1 
11. KLBJ-FM 10 pm on 14.6 5.1 
12. KLRN (TV) 6-10 pm 14.6 12.6 
13. KMFA-FM 10 pm on 12.2 2.5 
14. KOKE-FM 10 pm on 12.2 4.6 
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TABLE 10 
* DISCRIMlNATING MEDIA. SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 
Percent of Target Percent of Non-
Variable Exposed target Exposed Probability 
Daily Texan 47.5 21.1 .001 
Classical Music 40 23.6 .03 
KLBJ AM 6-10 pm 9.8 3 .048 
KMFA FM 7-9 am 2.4 0 .026 
KMFA FM 6-10 pm 4.9 .5 .021 
KMFA FM 10 pm on 12.2 2.5 .005 
FUT FM 4-6 pm 7.3 1.5 .029 
KLBJ FM 10 pm on 14.6 5.1 .024 
KOKE FM 7-9 am 7.3 1.5 .029 
KOKE FM 10 pm on 12.2 4.6 .055 
KRMH FM 10 pm on 17.1 7.1 .037 
KVUE TV 4-6 pm 2.4 15.2 .026 
KLRN TV 9 am-noon 4.9 0 .002 
KTVT TV 9 am-noon 4.9 .5 .021 
KTVT TV 6-10 pm 17.1 7.6 .053 
KWEX TV 7-9 am 2.4 0 .026 
F-Value of Target F-Va1ue of Non-
* 
Read magazines 
(l=don't read at all, 
2=1-30 minutes, 3=31-60 minutes, 
4=over 1 hour) 
Watch T.V. 
(O=don't watch TV, 1=1-60 minutes, 
2=1-3 hours, 3=over 3 hours) 
Exposed Probability 
2.475 2.015 .003 
2.525 2.864 .029 
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is differentially high, and absolutely high as well, messages would be 
especially well-placed. Media of this type would include the Daily Texan, 
a nighttime progressive-rock radio slot (KRMH-FM and KLBJ-FM), a nighttime 
classical music slot (KMFA-FM, which does not accept ads but might give a 
"plug"), and a nighttime country-western music slot (KOKE-FM). Table 12 
also shows that a disproportionately large percentage of the target group 
watch a particular T.V. station in prime-time (KTVT), where its programming 
is mostly movies and reruns (not a major network station). The differential 
effectiveness of T.V. advertising for public transportation has not been 
quantified, and some judgment must be made concerning the per dollar effec-
tiveness of such advert Even given donated media time, the difference 
in costs of televisual versus radio versus printed copy should also be taken 
into account. Given the high impact of T.V. advertising for a number of 
products and services, future research on the comparative impact of this 
medium for public transportation would be useful (and would be aided by 
funding support for copy preparation and presentation over media, under 
controlled experimental conditions). For the present, initial promotional 
messages are probably best conveyed by radio and local print media, choosing 
slots from data such as presented in Tables 8-10. As noted above, the 
percentage of target group exposure for each slot should be modified to 
account for differences in cost per unit of advertising placed in each slot, 
effectiveness of the medium, and size of the advertisement, or its duration. 
Generally, the media slots listed here could be used to focus upon the 
target commuter and shopper switcher groups for potential public transit 
patronage. 
Ideas for copy and format arise mainly from the determinant attributes 
and image gaps noted above. However, these may be augmented by noting the 
life-style correlates of persons who are exposed to media such as classical 
music, university newspapers, progressive-rock and "oldies" music, and 
the like. The target commuters are particularly well described in these 
media terms; the target shoppers are perhaps more heterogeneous, but tend 
also towards liberalism and cosmopolitanism. 
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Financing Public Transportation 
The relative acceptability of financing alternatives for public transit 
were determined, as well as the comparisons in financing attitudes between 
the general public and the !'leaders" samples (Table 11).4 The rank orde rs 
correspond fairly closely, although it may be interesting to note that the 
leaders were more sensitive to property tax subsidies of mass transit (more 
strongly opposed then the general public) versus a sales tax subsidy (leaders 
somewhat favorable, general sample somewhat opposed). The significance of 
the data on financing a tti tudes is that mos t 11 so lutions" are opposed by 
both groups, except for a relative lack of hostility (but not strong support) 
to tapping the "highways trust fund l1 for public transportation. I t is pe rhaps 
fortunate, therefore, that current federal programs are moving to supplement 
local transit programs (although this amounts to a personal income tax sub-
sidy, already tolerated in a number of other program areas). 
The considerable body of literature showing greater sensitivity of 
ridership to service than price is supported by these findings as well. 
Tables 1 and 6 show that both groups of switchers value economy, and they 
see buses as relatively economical. Other data in the study indicates 
they are more apt to complain about long waits for buses, inconvenient routes, 
lack of information about the system, and risk of being stranded, than about 
bus fares (Table 12). For commuter trips, prices should not be cut, and 
some increase may be profitable if balanced by service improvements. Some 
price increases might also be used to support service improvements in the 
shopping/personal business segment, although this should be tempered by the 
lower target group income (Table 7) and greater excess capacity here. Politi-
cal considerations may modify price increases in either trip sector, as they 
affect those who have less discretion concerning public transit: the poor 
and aged. Bus discount coupons for these groups might be used, with others 
paying the increased fares for increased service. 
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TABLE 11 
RELATIVE ACCEPTABILITY OF FINANCING METHODS 
FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS 
General Sample Leaders Sample 
Mean Attitude Rank Mean Attitude Rank 
Would you pay 1 or 2 cents tax/gal. 
of gasoline with that money 
going to mass transit? 
Riders should pay full costs of service 
Riders pay most costs; with balance 
from gasoline tax revenue 
Would you be in favor of a 1/2% 
increase in the current sales tax 
with the money collected earmarked 
for mass transit improvement? 
Would you • . . favor paying higher 
vehicle license plate fees on 
your personal vehicle with the 
money • . . for mass transit 
"No fare" for riders; mass transit 
financed by gasoline tax . • . 
Riders pay most costs, with balance 
from tax added to property taxes 
Riders pay most costs, with balance 
from tax on electric bills 
"No fare" for riders; mass transit 
financed by tax added to 
property taxes 
"No fare" for riders; mass transit 

























PROBLEMS WITH BUSES, ACCORDING TO POTENTIAL SWITCHERS 
Rank Problem Percent Listing as "Three Worst" 
1 (tie) Long waits for buses 50.0 
1 (tie) Routes don't go where wanted 50.0 
3 (tie) Lack of information about system 30.0 
3 (tie) Risk of being stranded, especially at 30.0 
night 
5 Loss of personal freedom 26.3 
6 Slower than car 21.1 
7 (tie) No bus service available 18.4 
7 (tie) Cost of fare 18.4 
9 Long walks to bus stop 15.8 
10 (tie) No bus shelters 13 .1 
10 (tie) Inconvenient with packages 13.1 
12 (tie) Rude bus drivers 7.9 
12 (tie) Not good when you have children 7.9 
with you 
12 (tie) Too many bus riders are dangerous 7.9 
or undesirable people 
15 (tie) Dirty buses 2.6 
15 (tie) Old buses 2.6 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This report has demonstrated how information and attitudes relevant to 
improving a public transportation system, and its support from potential 
switchers and tax-payers, may be gathered and analyzed to aid in decision-
making. Caution should be used prior to applying specific strategy sugges-
tions to other communities and time periods, although the basic approach 
and methodology may be generally useful. The number of problems remaining 
for public (and private) transportation will not be solved by research alone. 
In addition, technical cost-benefit studies of alternative transportation 
modes and systems must supplement these attitude studies. However, by em-
ploying methods to determine the attributes sought by potential users of 
public transportation, as well as by travelers in general, it may be possible 
to improve high-density transportation sufficiently to enable freer choices 
for those who may wish to (or be forced to) travel by public transportation 
in corning years. 
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NOTES 
lAn upward bias would result from extrapolating this intention-question 
to the city-universe, due to a combination of respondents' being more favorable 
towards mass transit than non-respondents, and an inability to satisfy what 
the entire target market defines as an improved transit system. 
2This is not a strict statistical test, since the true universe mean 
and sigma are unknown, but it provides a reasonable cut-off for "how high 
is high." 
3Roughly 40,000 of Austin's 300,000 population are students, a large 
proportion of which are served by a university shuttle bus system. Prior 
to the UT shuttle inception, students were the principal riders of the city 
bus system, and their patronage loss precipitated chaos for the city system. 
In communities less dependent on student ridership patronage, or where an 
integrated bus system exists, it may be desirable to meet student patron 
needs, even where they differ from non-student riders and potential riders. 
Where a city bus system needs to achieve patronage not sensitive to student 
flunctuations, it may be comforting to find out that (as in Austin) student 
and non-student potential switchers seek the same features and have compatible 
values and backgrounds. 
40nly the data concerning attitudes of the I1leaders l1 sample toward 
financing public transportation have been discussed in the body of this 
report, since this group provides little source of switchers to public 
transportation for their own trips. However, their responses to the entire 
survey are summarized in Appendix A2 and may be useful for comparison with 
the general adult community, from which they are shown to differ greatly in 









1. In a typical week, about hoW' many trips do you take from home to work or school? None 1 to => or more (If none, go to Part 2)_ 
2. For these trips to work or school, how do you usually get there? (Please check one only). 
As. car driver Car pool City bu. UT shuttle bus Walking Bicycle Motorcycle __ Other __ 
3. Do you usually travel alone? Yes No 
4. [n general, are you satisfied with the transportation you use for getting to work or school'l 
D~f:1nitely yes Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
IIIPORTANCE RATING FOR!! 
Transportation to Work, (or School, if you are a Student) 
The following 1s a list of attributes or features that might affect a decision 
of what transportation mode you might choose for (or your 
• Assume you are to choose a mode of among several 
(private cart bus, car-pool, etc.). After each attri-
a check in the appropriate column, to indicate 
features is in your own choice of .9. tr,an,.po,rtatlon 
<.2!...lQ!!. school) ~ Please check only one 
=>~ Economy 
6. Convenience 
7. Brief Travel Ti ... 
(door to door) 
8. Smooth Ride 
9. Freedom from Weather 
(door to door) 
10. Opportuni ty to 
Socialize 
11. Avoid Traffic 
Congestion 
12. Socially Accepted 
Transportation Mode 
13. No Parking Problems 
14. Flexibili ty 
15. Uncrowded 
16. Freedom £ rom 
Accidents 
17 ~ Fun to Drive 
18 ~ Freedom £ rom Repa1r8 
19. Safe from Dangerous 
People 
20. Low Pollution .per 
Passenger 
21. Relaxing 
22~ Ease of Travel 
!11th PacKages 






Very Extre .... ly 
Important Im.portant 
DIFFERENCE RAT! NG FOR!! 
Transportation to Work. (or School. if you are a Student) 
.'rom your knowledge of various transportation modeSt how much difference do 
you feel there is among modes for or your school (private 
car, bus, car-pool, taxi, etc.). attributes? Please place 
a check in the column (one check. only) which best indicatea your opinion of 
the extent to which these dif ferences are present * 
32. ECl.).nomy 
33. Convenience 
34. Brief Travel Time 
(door to door) 
35. Smooth Ride 
36. freedom from Weather 
(door to door) 
37. Opportunity to 
Socialize 
3B. Avoid Traffic 
Congestion 
39. Socially Accepted 
Transportation Mode 
40. rarking Problems 
41. Flexibility 
42. Uncrowded 
43. Freedom from 
Acciclt;nts 
44. Fun to Drive 
.... 'i. Freedom f'('om Repairs 
46. Safe from. Dangerous 
People 
47 ~ Low PoLlution per 
Passenger 
48. Relaxing 
49. Ease of Travel 
wi th Pac1uJ.ges 
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24. Ability to Read 
25. Low Energy Use 
per Passenber 
26. Can Listen to 
Rddio or Tape 
27. Dependability 
28. Pleasant Riding 
Surroundings 
29. Privacy 
30. Ease of TrJ,veling 
with Children 
31. Quie t Ride 
CONTINUE ON OPPOSITE SIDE WITH QUESTION ]2 
to· 'w, pleas~ use the scale6 on this page to indicate your feelings about the 
degree to which owning ~ car would be suitable for trips made ~ work (or 
~ school). Place a check on the position betYeen each pair of !..crms that 
best describes your feelings about the suitability of your O\rlll C .. lr (whether 
or not you own one) for trips made to work or school. For exaill[de, if you 
feel that your car would be likely to be moderately interestin..& as a trans-
portalion IOOde for ~tting .!..e. work ~ school, you would place a check on the 
IIInteresting-Boring" scale as shown beloY. Please do this for EACH p .. ::! i.r of 
items. without skipping any. 
S1. Abil i ty to R<:'ad 
52. Low Energy Use 
per t·.Jssengcr 
53. Cfl:1, Usten to 
~."., ~r Tape 
S4. 0'-'11(".:n,1..J;' il ity 
5S. Pleas.::mt Riding 
Surroundings 
56. Privacy 
57. East; of Traveling 
with Children 
58, Quiet Ride 
CONTINUE \01, ill QUESTION 59 
Now~ please use these scales to indicate your feelings about the degree to 
which. Ll _~'f.!. w.)uld be saitable for trips made to work or school. Please do 
as you did before. without skipping any of the scales. 
EXA.'IPLE: Extremely Moderately Neutral Modera tely Extremely 
Interes ting ___ _ __ x__ Boring 
YOUR OWN CAR FOR TRIPS TO WORK OR SCHOOL 
59, Economical 
60, Convenient 
6l. Brief Travel Time 
62, Smooth Ride 
6], Free from Weather 
(door- to-door) 
64, Easy to Socialize 
65, Avoids Traf f ic 
Conges tion 
66. High Status __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
b7.Few Parking Problems 
68. Flexiblp 
69. Uncrowded __ ' ____ ' __ ' __ 
70.Safe from Accidents __ : ____ : __ : __ 
71. Fun to Drive 
72. Free from Repairs __ ' __ 
73.Safe from Dangerous 
People __ ' __ ' __ ' __ ' __ _ 
74. High Pollution per 
Rider 
75. Relaxing 
76. Easy ylth Packages __ . __ , __ , __ . __ 
77. Can Look at Scenery : 
78. Easy to Read ==:== 
79. Low Energy Use 
per Passenger __ : __ ' __ ' __ ' __ 
80. Radio or Tape Dl2.ck 
Available __ . __ 
81. D~pendable __ : __ : __ • __ . __ 
32. Pleasant Riding 
Surroundin~:s __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
8]. High Privacy __ : ____ : __ : __ 
84. Difficult with 




Long Travel Time 
Rough Ride 
Exposed to Weather 
{door- to-door} 
Hard to Socialize 








Low Status 94. 
Ma.ny Parking Problems 95. 
Inflexible 96. 
Crowded 97. 
Likely to have Accidents 98. 
Not Fun to Drive 99. 
Not Free from Repairs 100. 
Not Safe from Dangerous 10I. 
People 
Low Pollution per 102. 
Rider 
Full ul Tension 
Difficult with Packa&es 
Can't Look at ';"cnery 
Hard to Read 
High Energy Use 
per Passenger 
No Radio or Tape Deck 
Available 
Undl'lh . .:nd.:.ble 
Unplt!..:-lsant Riding 
SurrolJndings 
Low Pr1 vacy 














86. In a typical week, about how many trips do you take from hO:':1e to work or 114. 
schools driving your car? None__ 1 to 4 S or more 
CONTINUE ON OPPOSITE SIDE WlTH QUESTION 87 
BUS FOR TRIPS TO WORK OR YOUR SCHOOL 
Economical : : : : Expensive 
Conven.ient -_:-_:-_: __ :_- Inconvenient 
Brief Travel Time -_:-_:-_:-_:-- Long Travel Time 
Smooth Ride ==:==:==:==:== Rough Ride 
Free from 'Weather EX;:)Qfi~'d to Wedther 
(door-to-door) :::: (do(.r-~ll-door) 
Easy to SOl:ialize ==:==:==:==:== Hard to Socialize 
Avoid~ Traffic Gets into Traffic 
Congestion __ : __ : __ : __ : __ Congestion 
High Status : : : : Low Status 
Few Parking ProbLems --:--:--:--:-- Many Parking Problems 
Flexible -_:-_:-- --:-- Infl~xible 
Uncrowded --:--:--:--:-- CroY,!ed 
Safe from Accidents --:--:--:--:-- Likely to have Accident-
Fun to Drive -_:-_:-_:-_:-- Not Fun to Drive 
Free froiD Repairs --:--:--:--:-- Not Free froIil Repairs 
Safe from Dangerous ---------- Not Safe from Dangerous 
Pe.ople : : : : People 
High Pollution per ---- ------ Low Pollution per 
Rider __ : __ : __ : __ : __ Rider 
Relaxing __ : __ : __ : __ : __ Full of Tension 
Easy with PJckages : : : : Difficult with Packages 
Can Look at ~'''':l:ncry --:--:--,--:-- Can I t Look at Scenery 
E .. ,. ~0 Read --:--:--:--:- Hard to Read 
Luw E:"'rgy Usc -- - ------ High En~rgy Use 
per 1'~I",senger __ :_ : __ : __ : per Pdssenger 
Radio or Tape Deck -- No i-{.:::dio or Tdpe Deck 
AVdllable : : : : Avallable 
Dep":I'..Jdblc ==:==:==:-:== UnJependable 
Plea~ant Riding UnpleaS...Ll~' t.:iding 
Sllrroundings __ :_ : __ : __ : Surrounc.lll~b 
HiJh ;'~lv,']cy __ : __ : __ : __ :-- Low Privacy 
Diffic-.:l~ \,:ith -- Edsy with 
cr'llJr~n : : : : Chlldr~n 
Quiet Ride -- -- ----- --- Noisy Ride 
In a typical week, about how many trips do you take frum home to work or 
school, u::>ing a bus? None 1 to 5 or more 




115.., Now we wuld like to know somothing about the' transportation you use for trips for shopping or personal business. In a typical week. hoW'm.my trips 
do you take to eome place to shop or do personal business? None "__ 1 to r;-- 5 or more----(lf none, go on to Part l. next page). 
116. For these trip. Cor shopping or personal busineas. how do you usually get there? (Please check one only). 
As car driver Car pool __ City bua __ UT shuttle bua __ Walking __ Bicycle __ Motorcycle __ 
117. Do you usually travel alone? 
Other 
Ye. No 
118. Io general. are you sati.fied with the transportation you use for shopping or per.onal bu8!.ne.s? 
Definitely yea __ Moderately yes __ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
iMPORTANCE RATIIiG FOR.!{ 
Tranaportation for Shopping or ~ ~ 
Plesse place a check in tbe appropriate column. to indicate how desirable 
you feel each of these traits would b. in choo.ing a tranaportation .ade 















































gerous People __ _ 
Low Pollution 
Per PaBsenler __ _ 
Relaxing 
£.lse of. travel 







Extre .. ely 
Illiponant 
DIFFERENCE r.ATlNG FORM 
Transportatlan for Shopping or ~ ~ 
Nov, please place a check in the appropriate column for each attribute. 
indicating "OW mucb you feel various possible transportation "",<lea (private 
car. bu., car-pool, taxi, etc.) .,ight differ 1n their suitability for .l!!!!!!.-
portation for shopping £!. personal business. 
No Slight Moderate Large Extre .... 
Differ- DiCf"r- Differ- Differ- DiCfer-
ellces ences ences ences ences 
146. Economy 
141. Convenience 
148. Brief Travel 
n"", (door-
to door) 
149. Smooth Ride 














151. Freedom (rom 
Accidents 
158. Fun to Dr! ve 
159. Freedom from 
Repairs 
160. Safe from Dan-
gerous People 
161. LoW Pol:ution 
per Passenger 
162. Rel"xing 
16). Ease of Travel 
with Packages 
W ..... 
137. Ability to Look 
at Scenery 
. 138. Abil1 ty to I\ead __ 
139. Low Energy Use 
per Passenger __ _ 
140.' Can Listen to 
I\aJio or Tap' ____ _ 
141. Dependability ___ _ 
142. Pleasant Riding 
Surroundings ____ _ 
143. Privacy 
144. Ease of Travel-
ing with 
ChUdren 
145. Quiet Ride 





























use these scales to indic.ate your feelings about the degree to 
.l!I. ~ would be suitable for trips .... de for shopping 2! 
PRIVATE CAR FOR SHOPPING OR PERSONAL BUSINESS 
EconOUllcal __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
orief T;~::~n~~! ----:---.:----:----:----
S"",otO Ride __ , __ : __ : __ , __ 
Free: from '",f',ather 
(door to ~l.(:r) :::: 
Easy to Socibllt.e --:--,--,--,--
Avoids. Traffic -- -- ------
Congestion : : : : 
High Status --:--:--,--:--
Fev Parking Problems --:--,--:--,--
Flexible =:=:=:=,= 
UncfO'Wded --'--'--:--:--Safe from Accidents __ : __ : __ : ___ , __ 
Fun to Drive __ : __ : __ : __ , __ 
Free from Repairs ____ ' ___ 0' ____ ° ____ ° __ __ 
Safe from Dangerous 
People __ , __ : __ : __ : __ 
High Pollution per 
Rider . . . . . . . . 
Relaxing ---- ------
Easy w1th Packases ,:: 
Can Look at Scenery : --:--:--:--
Easy to Rea" =,=,=:=,= 
Low Energy Uoe 
per Pas9(."'nger : :. : : 
Radio or Tape Deck -- -- -- ----
Avall.ble 
Dependable __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
Plea&~lnt Riding 
SurroWldlnga : : : : 
High Privacy--,--,--:--:--
Difficult with -- -- -- -~---
ChUdn'n , 
Quipt Rid" -- ---
Expensive 
Inconvenient 
Long Travel Tillie 
Rough Ride 
Exposed to We,uher 
(door to door) 
Harc (. ;'~.;ocialize 
Gets into Traffic 
Congestion 
Low Status 
)\any Parking Proble"", 
Inflexible 
Crowded 
Likely to have Accidents 
Not Fun to Drive 
Not Free from Repairs 
Not Safe from Dangerous 
People 
Low Pollution per 
Rider 
Full of Tension 
Oil Hcult with Packages 
Can t t Look at Scenery 
Hard to Read 
High Energy Use 
per Passenger 
No RadiO or Tape Deck 








fo ol typical wtOck. ;lnolll lu}", m.1.ny trilla do you m.akc for shopping or 
jl(·ff'fon.11 bunlncHH. Jrivin;!. your car1 
Ntll\~ 1 to " S or more 
CONTINUE: 01/ OrrOSIT£ SillY. IIITIl QU~:STHlN 101 
164, Ability to Look 
at Scenery 
165, Ability to Read 
It'tt.,+ Low Enersy Use 
per Pas~enger 
167, Can Listen to 
Radio or Tape 
lob. Oependability 
169. P10:!Clsi.h\t Riding 
Surtoundings 
110, Privaey 
171. Ease of Travel-
ing with 
, Children 
172, Quiet Ride 
CONTINUE WlTIl QUESTION 173 
Now, please use these scales to indicate your feelings about the degLee to 




























BUS FOR SHOPPING OR PERSONAL BUSINESS 
few 
EconoDical __ , __ : __ : ____ : __ _ 
Convenient : : : : 
Brief Travel Time -- -- ---- ----
Smooth Ride ___ 0 ____ 0 ____ ". ____ ' __ 
Free from Weather 
(door to door) ",: 
Easy to Socialize --:--,--:--:--
Avoids Traffic -- -- -- ---- --




Unc[uvded ~ ! ; ; 
Safe from Accidents =:=:=:=:= 
Fun to Drive ! : ~ : 
Free frOtO Repairs --,--,--:--:--
Safe from Dangerous -- --------
People : : , : 
lIigh Pollution per -- ---- ---- ----
Rider : , , , 
Relaxing ---- ------ ----
Easy with Pa.ckages ____ 0 ____ 0 ____ '0 ___ ' __ 
Can Look. at Scenery 
Easy to Re.ad : : ! : 
Law Energy Use ------ --- --
per Passenger ; ; : : 
l\adio or Tap. Deck ---- -- -- --. 
Available : , : : 
Ocpend4ble =:=.=:=:= 
Pleasant Riding 
Surroundings ____ ' ____ ' ___ 
Hit',ll Pt"ivacy ____ • ___ • ____ .0 ___ " ___ 
Difficult with 
Chi Idrcn --'-_:_-'--'--Qulet Rlde __ : __ , _______ , __ 
Expensive 
Inconvenient 
Long Travel Time 
Rough Ride 
Exposed to Weather 
(door to door) 
Hard to Socialbc 
Gets into Traffic 
Congestion 
,ow Status 
.. I"ny Parking Problems 
Inflexible 
Crowded 
Likely to have Accident 
Not Fun to Drive 
Not f:ee from Repairs 
Not Safe from Dangerous 
People 
Low Pollution per 
R1du 
Full of Tension 
Dlf floult with Pilci<sges 
Can I t Look at Scenery 
Il.>rd to Read 
HiKh Energy Use 
per Passenger 









lolS. In ft typiC'll Wt·t·k.~ nl;out how lruH1Y tr1r~6 do you m.dH." for uhvpplng or 
pcr:.onoll huslllchh uHillt: tilt' bth'? 
frtIonc 1 to " 5 ur mort!' 
cnN-rJNIl~ WITII !)IJf.5TlON 22'i ON NP.XT YAGr: 
LoU 
00 
P_ARLl tRANSIT ATTlTUllt:S 
229. A pub\ic rlVtHA tramdt syst.:ru could he finan<:('d in a number or WHYS. PlctlfJC rate the fnlluwlng In tcrmH of your prefcrr'nce for financing a publIc 
.·UIS transi t tiYHu'm. 
(a) Riders should pay the [u11 co.l o[ s"rvlce. 
Definitely yeo ___ Moderately yes __ Neut ral Moderately no Definitely no 
(b) 'UNo fareH for rldt'rs; mays transit financed by gasoline tax revenues. 
Definitely yes __ Moderately yes __ Neutral til Moderately no Definitely no 
(c)· "No farc fl for riders; mass transit financed by tax added to electric bills. 
Def initely yes __ Moderately yes __ Neutral Moderalely no Definitely no 
(d) "No fare tt for riders; u.ass transit fin..'1nced by tax added to property taxes. 
Definitely yes __ Hodorstely yes ___ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
(e) Riders pay ",",st costs, with balance froll gasoline tax revenues. 
Definitely yes Moderately yes ___ Meutral 1I0derately no Definitely no 
(f) Riders pay most COStS, with balance frOil ts,. on electric billa. 
Definitely yes __ 1I0derately yu ___ Meutral Hoderately no Definitely no 
(g) Riders pay ~st COStS, with balance from ta,. added to property taxea. 
Definitely yes __ Hoderately yes ___ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
23&. Indicate which four of the following areas should receive high importance for city tax dollar priorities. (Please check the four most important). 
a) local street paving e) auto~blle pollution control 
b) street crossing safety f) rail ... sa transit 
c) traffic safety g) bua mas. transit 
d) automobile noise control 
237. How much is the fare for a typical (about ~ l111e) city bUB trip in Austin? (If you don't know, leave blank). 
a) 20¢ __ b) 25e c) 30c d) 35c e) 40C 
h) exclusive bus lanes 
1) reaidential aidewalka 
j) hike and bike trails 
238. If you were to change residence would you consider the distance of the new residence from your place of employment as a major selection criteriaT 
Def1nitdy yes 1I0derately yes __ Meutral Hoderately no Definitely no __ 
239. If express services were provided at the auditoriu~ or other locations outside the downtown area, would you be willing to park there and take the 
express to the downtown area? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes ____ Neutral Hoderately no DeHnitely no ___ _ 
240. Which form of mass transit would you prefer? 
a) buses as now b) buses with special bus lanes c) rail mass transit d) other 
241. Should gover~ent encourage the use of non-auto transportation as a solution to traffic congestion and air pollut10n? 
Definitely yes _____ Moderately yes ______ Neutral Moderately nO Definitely no 
242. Do you helieve that Austin will soon have a severe air pollution problem because of excessive automobile traffic? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes _~___ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
243. Does the lack. of sidewalks deter you from walk ing short distances in your neignborh(v'l'? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes ____ Neutral Moderately no ___ ___ Def inn.ely no 
244. Are the streets in your ne.ighborhood well maintained? 
Definitely yes __ Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
24~. SMuld eClployors b. responsible for supplying parking Cor their employees to reduce on-street parking? 
246. 
247. 
Definitely yes Moderately yes Neutral lIoderately no Definitely no 
Do you often use streets t;ha~ have bicycle lanes? 
Definitely yes ____ Mod~rately yes __ 
Yes 
Neutral 
No If 80, do these lanes interfere with traffic? 
Moderately no Definitely no 
Would you be in favor of bus passes as a fringe benefit of your employment? 
Definitely yes _____ Moderately yes Neutral Hoderately no Definitely no 
W 
\0 
248. Would a bus pass as a 
Definitely yes __ 
to ride the: buses !nore frequently, especIally to and from work" 
Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
249. Would you be in fa~or of car pools to travel to and from work if your car were in the pool? 
Definitely yes _____ Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
250.. If vehicles (cars. vans. trucks, etc.) were supplied by employers, would YOU favor car pools? 
Definitely yes __ Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
2S1. Would you pay 1 or 2 cents tox per gallon of gasollne with that .. "n~y being used to help pay for a mass transit system7 
Definitely yes Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no ____ _ 
2S2, Would you be in favor of a 1/2% increase in the current sales tax ~ith the money collected earmarked for mas. transit improvement? 
Definitely yes __ Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no __ 
253. Would you be in favor of paying higher annual vehicle license plale fees on your personal vehicles with the money collected earmarked for mass 
~ranslt improvement? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes _____ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
254. Do you think that it is less expensive to ride the city bus to and fro .. work (assuming 60~ per round trip) than it is to drive your ovo car 
(taking into account gas, all. parking, depreciation. insurance, etc.)? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes Neutral Moderately,n Definitely no 
255. Do you need your car for business trips during the day? 
Definitely yes Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
256. Are the city bus schedules and maps easy for you to understand? (If you have not seen any. leave the question blank), 
Definitely yes Moderately yes Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
2S7. If you had to pay to park your car. what price for parking your vehicle eaco day would cause you to switch to using translt1 
256. 
SO~ 
------ 51~ to 99, 
$1 
$1.01 to $1.S0 
______ $l.Sl to $2.00 
____ More than $2.00 
If you do not ride the bus, why not? 
w<>rsL) 
Or if you ride the bus. which of the followlng items bother you? {Rank the worst three with No. 1 being the 
Long walks to 
blocks; 
Risk of being stranded. 
Long ~alts for buses 
Cost of fare 
Dirty buses 
Old buses 
Rudp bus dr lvcrs 
(How far 1_ too long--on level ground 
,~~ ____ blocks7 
at night 
Lack of information about system 
good when you have children with you 
than car 
do not go where you want to go 
______ "-- many bus riders arc dangerou9 or undesirable people 
when you have packages 
of personal freedom 
bus service aval1,able 
259. If city mass trdn$it were improved, low-cost and prov!ded convenient service. would you use it for trips to work or school? 
Dcflnltdy yes Mooeratcly yes __ Neutral Moderately no Definitely no 
260. rf city rn.-::LS!; trall.'iLt were improved. low-cost Hnd providf'u convenient sl·r"ic.c. would you use it for shopping or personal bU81n~ss'l 
DcIinltcly yes Modcr"t~ly yes ___ Neutral Moderately no Definitely nu 
261.. Ho,-, long dot.·s Lt tiib- you to £t"t to ,-,ork (or your schoo!. 1f I!ltudent) usually? 
o to ~ minut"!1 6 to 15 mLnlltcl!l 16 to )0 mLnuteA 
'l.n2. U YOII drlvt' [0 work, wiH'rt:! du yOd ll~lUally I'.lrk? 
70]" 
l'.irk 1ng }:.H"-lf.t' 
l'~' r" J 1I1~ lot 
·;trt.·,'t wittu,lut Illi't\2r 
Strt.'pt with I"J"kLI\~ l!lt'tt.'r 
How f •• ,- fr,un Yt1t.U work tlian.' dl) YOII usu.:ll'l p.tlk: hiodlli 
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We would like to find out. some good ways people about changes anJ ll"'lprove.:nents in the :.ransportation system for reads" safety, bWiez" etc ~ 
Please answer the following q,uestions preferences in radio, t.v." new;:;papers, and the like. 
264. How much time on the average, do you spend ea.ch dboY using a newspa.per, the radio. etc? 
Rewing the Nevsp"per Reading .Magazines 
,Don I t rea...1. the newspaper read magazines 
.1- 3C minutes minutes 
31-60 minutes minutes 
(ner 1 hour I hour 
265. Which nevspaper(s) do you normally read at least. 3 times per veek? 
Li~tening to the Radio 
Don't lioten at all 
---------1-60 minutes 
1-3 hours 
---------Over 3 hours 
Watching Televluion 
________ ~Don't watch at all 
________ ~1-60 minutes 
1-3 hours 
--------~Over 3 hours 
AMEllICAll S';'';TESMAN 
___ --.-;Spani sh 
____ 'J'.llE DAILY 
Newspaper _________ Other (Which one 1 ____________________________ , 
266. \/hat ."cU",," "r the nev.paper do you usually read (Pleaae checl< your ~ ravorite.)? 
Gf!oeral neva (nrBt section) 1I0rMn'. Sectlon 
----------Comics Buoinc •• Section 
-------=Sport.a Want Ads 
_____ ~Ann Lan~cr. or Dear Abby 
F.ntertaJ nment 
--------~Advertisem"nts 
____ ,Otber ("hich 7 ___ ) 
267. "'hat radio stations do you USUh: 
~ to each. 
listen t07 l'lc.s~ check .t.ll£ lind.) you listen to !;lles.st .1 times ~ week, and Al.!lO check the timet,,) .r2!! norm~lly 
Station 




















_______ "Top-40" Music 
Times 
Noon-~p .... ~-6p.",. 6-10p .... 
_________ :Country-Western Music 
Classical Musi" 
--------;"Eusy-Listening" 
101' .... on 
_______ --'Other Programs 
281. \/hat T.V. stations do you usW!.lly "atch? Please check the ~(s) you vatch ~ ~.l times per veek, and A.LSll check the time(.) :t.2.'! llor.",lly watch 
each. 
Cha.n.'1.el Station Cable 
24 reVUE Cable 3 
(Austin) 
36 1:TV. Cable 
(Austin) 
7 ;:rsc Cable 
(Austin) 
9 KI,.'lN Cable 8 
(San Antonio and Austin) 
11 Ja'VT Cable 9 
(Ft. Worth) 
~l KIIEX Cable 13 
(San Antonio) 
Other 
7-9 a.m. 9a.m.-Noon 
'rimes 
Noon-4p.m. ~-6p .m. 6-10p.m. 10p.m. on 
~ 
I-' 





289. What clubs or organizations do you belong to and attend about Once per month or ffiore? 
_____ N::me 
_____ Church Groups 
_____ Other(s) 



























__ Single __ Married __ Other 
a student? Full time ntudent 
the approxll'lll!.te address of your 
Your Age: __ Less tnan 21 years 
Address or nearest intersection ___________ _ 
__ .JV-"+"+ years 
Hov many people are in your nous.mc>~Q 
Please indicate the age of your 
3 years or younger years 
What is the highest level you? 
Three 
If you have no 
__ 13-19 years 
years or older 
__ 20 years 
Junior High or less 11igb Gchool High Schonl Graduate College/Professional Training 
Which category best your total family income for 19727 If you are a indicate 2!!1:L the combined total 
__ College Grad Ol' 
of your and your 
incomes. Your to this question and ALL other questions .. is COMPLETELY 
Less than ,000 $5.000-$9.999 $10,000-$14,999 $15.000-$19,999 or more 
w"hat i3 your ethr. ic background? Mexican-A:cerican Black.-- White 
Do you ? Ovn home Li ve in Mobile liocio Rent home --Rent Other 
SoW' many automobiles a.re in your household? Non-e-- One ~o Three orMo'i=e 
How long have you lived in Austin? than 6 months--_b months to 1 ye;;;:- to 3 years __ 3 to 5 years 
Do you ·.ork in the dovntovn area of (U.T., Capitol Area, Ceneral Budnesa District) Yes No 
ApproxiCl8.tely hoy often do you shop in stores in the dO\.;r,to\lTl area of 'iu.,:,:,1,,~ 
Twice a veek or more often 3 times a month Once a month 
Approximately how often do you shop in Highland M::111 --
__ Every 2 or 3 months _____ Almost never 
Twice a veek or more often 3 times a month (Inee a. month 
Approximately bow often do you shop in nancock Center?--
Twice 8. week or more often 3 ti~~ Once a month 
:;;pp;:;-"imately hOli often do you shop in Southvood Cente~ 
___ 'l'vice a week or more often __ 2 or 3 times a. mont;--_Once a month 
__ Every 2 or months _____ Almost never 
_____ Every 2 or 3 months __ Almost never 
_____ Every 2 or 3 months __ Almost never 
---' years or 
more 
Comnents: 
Your help and coop~:rkLion are greatly appreciated. If you vould like a. SUll'll'D.B.ry of the results of this study~ please indicate it and fill in your name and 
address. Yes___ No 
NAME AND ADDRESS (if results desired) 
APPENDIX 2 
The Austin Leaders Sample 
As noted in the body of the report, in addition to the random sample of 
general adults in the Austin area, interviews were also held with a random 
sample of persons who had been identified by the Austin City Planning Depart-
ment as community leaders. The list provided by the department contained 
financial people, real estate builders, chamber of commerce members, and 
other influential people. Persons on this list were contacted by telephone 
to introduce the survey and establish an interview time. The cover explana-
tion about surveying attitudes on transportation and community desires was 
the same as that in the general sample. Cooperation from this group was at 
a higher participation level than for the general adult community, possibly 
aided by the telephone initial contact (versus having an interviewer initiate 
contact at the door). 
The major purpose in conducting this special sample was to insure 
obtaining enough l1influentiall1 persons to represent their views, particularly 
on transportation financing, to city planners and the city council. While 
some leaders were no doubt randomly contacted as part of the general adult 
sample, it was felt that for comparison purposes, an enriched list should be 
used to guarantee a representative sample of community leaders. The leaders' 
financial alternative attitudes towards public transportation have been pro-
jected in the main report. This appendix highlights their responses to the 
modal choice, determinant attributes and mode comparisons, demographics, and 
media, by comparing their responses to those given by the general adults 
contacted in the main survey. While it is not intended that a transportation 
system should be designed specifically for the leadership group, their views 
on transportation benefits desired are helpful in understanding their 
political behavior and in attempting to influence their support for public 




All of the forty-one usable respondents from the leaders sample answered 
the question concerning the mode usually selected for trips to work or school. 
Ninety percent normally travel in cars, and none usually use a bus for com-
muting. Two persons indicated they would definitely use the city mass transit 
system if it were improved. Although the leaders' sample is smaller than the 
general adult, this 5 percent "switchers" versus about 15 percent in the general 
sample may support the intuitive notion that the city leaders are relatively 
less likely to use public transit than the average citizen •. Data on their 
determinants of modal choice provide some understanding of this tendancy, 
particularly in comparison to the determinants of the general respondents, 
and of the general switcher-group. (Demographic comparisons provide 
additional explanation, and these will be discussed later.) 
Table A1 presents a descending ranking of the determinance of the 27 
characteristics of modes used for transportation to work or school, as 
rated by the sample of community leaders. The methodology for calculating 
It s ignificant1y determinant" features is that explained previously, in 
the body of the report. 
Five attributes were found to be the major determinants of transporta-
tion modes selected by leaders for their work/school trips (actually, work 
trips, since none were students). These five were also determinant attri-
butes for the target switcher group in the general sample and included 
convenience, flexibility, dependability, brief travel time, and avoiding 
parking problems. However, six attributes viewed as determinant by the 
potential switchers to public transportation were not nearly as important 
for the leaders (who were less likely to switch). These included: freedom 
from repairs, freedom from accidents, safety from dangerous people, low 
energy use per passenger, low pollution per passenger, and economy. Since 
all but one of these were earlier shown as perceived advantages of public 
transportation, it is reasonable to assume that the leaders' reluctance to 
switch from private transportation is supported by their lower need for 
the transportation features that are preferred by those who would switch. 
Further, there exists potential conflict between the leaders' view of a 






























1 <.05 p 
2 < .10 p 
TABLE Al 




Flexibi li ty 
Dependability 
Brief travel time 
No parking problems 
Freedom from repairs 
Freedom from accidents 
Privacy 
Freedom from weather 
Safe from dangerous people 
Low energy use per passenger 
Ease of travel with packages 
Pleasant riding surroundings 
Low pollution per passenger 
Uncrowded 
Relaxing 
Avoids traffic congestion 
Can listen to radio or tape 




Ease of traveling with children 
Ability to look at scenery 
Ability to read 
Socially accepted transportation mode 































greater ridership. The leaders' naturally lowered sensitivity to economy, 
and their lower stress on pollution/energy characteristics of modal choice 
suggest that care be taken by planners to communicate to them the relevance 
of these criteria to potential riders. 
Of course, the community leadership would be expected to have different 
modal choice criteria than would potential switchers to public transportation, 
and the differences are in general what one would intuitively expect. Table 
A2 presents additional comparative data, this time between the determinance 
scores for the leaders sample versus those for the entire general adult sample 
(of which the switchers may be taken as a more "liberal" subset). For the 
work/school trip segment, it is definitely possible to discriminate leaders 
from the general adult public, in terms of their profile of determinance 
scores for modal choice criteria. The Wilks' Lambda measure of dissimilarity 
between these two groups' determinance scores is significant at a level 
of a = .0002, with most of the difference being due to the attributes listed 
in the top of Table A2. Compared to the general adult respondents, the 
leaders appeared significantly less concerned with economy, opportunity to 
socialize, and pollution per passenger, but relatively more concerned with 
convenience, flexibility, fun of driving, and the ability to listen to radio 
or tape while traveling. It should be noted that attributes with low mean 
determinance scores (below 13, for example) are probably not determinant to 
either group. Thus one could not conclude that the leaders base their modal 
choice decisions on criteria, such as fun-to-drive, that are irrelevant to 
the majority of both groups. However, the relative importance of both deter-
mining and non-determining modal criteria may influence one's (or a leader's) 
perceptions of what might constitute an improvement in the transportation 
system. To this end, it may be wise to view the general public's needs as 
somewhere between the two means reported in this table, since it is expected 
that among the general adults, respondents were more favorably disposed to 
public transportation (and its attributes) than were non-respondents. It is 
likel~ however, that the substance of the comparative profile differences is 
appropriate to distinguish leaders' needs from the general adults, particularly 
where the gaps are greatest, even though the differences may not be as large 
as those indicated in this table. 
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TABLE A2 
LEADERS DISCRIMINAtED FROM GENERAL ADULT: 




Opportunity to socialize 
Flexibility 
Ftm to drive 
Low pollution per passenger 
Can listen to radio or tape 
Wi1ks'Lambda = .684, p=.0002 
1p < .05 
2p < .01 
WORK/SCHOOL 







10.1579 12. 7639 
9.2105 7.0000 
SHOPPING/PERSONAL BUSINESS 
Economy 10.0769 12.3480 
Convenience 17.8205 15.6225 
Brief travel time 16.2564 12.3330 
Avoids traffic congestion 8.6154 11. 2108 
F1 exibility 17 .5897 14.2304 
Low pollution per passenger 10.5385 13.1814 
Low energy use per passenger 10.6410 12.9706 





















Shopping/Personal Business Trips: 
Of the 41 usable responses obtained from the leaders sample, 95 percent in-
dicated they normally drive a car for shopping and personal business trips, 
and none indicated a bus. Ninety-seven percent also indicated they were 
generally satisfied with this mode. As with commuter trips,S percent (2 of 40) 
leaders indicated they would definitely switch to an improved public trans-
portation system for shopping/personal business, which is again a smaller 
proportion of potential switchers than that observed (one-sixth) for the 
general adult respondents. Their configuration of leaders' determinant 
attributes again overlaps somewhat with that for the switchers in the gen-
eral adult sample, but reasons for their lowered switching potential are 
implied by the omission of certain criteria and insertion of others which 
do not correspond to those for switchers. 
Table A3 gives a ranking of the leaders determinance scores, of which 
10 are deemed significant factors in modal choice decisions for shopping/ 
personal business trips (a < ~O). Seven of these coincide with similarly 
stressed criteria for the switchers in the general adult sample, namely: 
convenience, flexibility, dependability, brief travel time, ease of travel 
with packages, freedom from repairs, and no parking problems. The addition 
of package-considerations is similar to its stress in these trips as rated 
by the target switchers in the general sample. However, compared to this 
target group, the leaders added as determinant attributes freedom from 
weather, privacy, and uncrowded conditions, while deleting the target group's 
criteria of low energy use, low pollution, and economy. This is similar to 
the phenomenon encountered in the commuter market, where energy/ecology, 
and economy are relatively less determinant for leaders, and features in 
which public transportation is perceived as inferior take their place. 
The bottom of Table A2 provides comparisions between key discriminating 
modal choice criteria for these trips, as rated by leaders versus the entire 
general adult sample. As in the commuter sector, leaders' travel needs are 
again distinguishable from the general public, with a Wilks' Lambda statistic 
significant at a =.003. The major discriminating criteria, shown in this 































p < .05 
2 
p < .10 
TABLE A3 






Brief travel time 
Ease of travel with packages 
Freedom from weather 
Freedom from repairs 
No parking problems 
Privacy 
Uncrowded 
Safe from dangerous people 
Low energy use per passenger 
Freedom from accidents 
Low pollution per passenger 
Pleasant riding surroundings 
Economy 
Ease of travel with children 
Smooth ride 
Listen to radio or tape 
Quiet ride 
Fun to drive 
Avoids traffic congestion 
Relaxing 
Socially acceptable transportation mode 
Ability to look at scenery 
Opportunity to socialize 





































traffic congestion, pollution and energy use, but greater stress on con-
venience, brief travel time, and flexibility. As mentioned above, differences 
in determinant attributes are most relevant (traffic congestion is relatively 
non-determinant for both groups, probably because all modes are seen as rela-
tively subject to this problem), but the comparative criteria are still useful. 
Leaders generally seek a mix of transportation features that conforms less 
to public transportation than either the general public or the likely-to-
switch sub-group. Many of these distinctions correlate with the demographic 
comparisons, which will be discussed next. 
Demographics 
Table A4 summarizes the comparisons of demographic profiles of the 
leaders with the general adult sample. Not surprisingly, the groups are 
highly distinct (Wilks I Lambda significant at a = .0000). With the exception 
of household size and two geographical shopping similarities (not real demo-
graphic variables, although of interest to public transportation routing), 
all demographic variables discriminate between the groups in expected direc-
tions. Relative to the general adult respondents, those identified as 
leaders are significantly more male (which is no surprise to the feminist 
movement), married, non-student, older, higher-educated, wealthy, own more 
cars, have lived longer in the community, work in the downtown area, and 
tend to shop downtown rather than the community pattern of greater mall 
patronage. The leaders are clearly from a generally distinct socia-demogra-
phic stratum, which explains a large part of their modal choice criteria 
discussed earlier, as well as their attitudes towards alternative means of 
financing public transportation. As discussed in the body of this report, 
leaders, even more than the general public, prefer riders to pay the "full 
costs" of public transportation, and are relatively even more negative 
than the general public towards "no-farell and property-tax subsidies. Both 
groups' relative acceptance of gasoline-tax subsidies points towards a 
potentially viable form of transportation support. Whatever issues are 
presented for support from the community leadership, however, must take 
into account the demographic profile of this group. This will imply that 
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TABLE A4 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES. LEADERS/GENERAL ADULTS 
Leaders 
Variable Mean 
Sex (l=M, 2=F) 1.0513 
Marital Status (1=Sing1e, 2=Married, 2.0256 
3=Other) 
Student Status (1=Fu11 time student, 3.00 
2=Part time student, 
3=Not student) 
Age (1=<21, 2=21-29, 3=30-44, 4=45-59, 3.8462 
5=>60) 
Household Size (1=1, 2=2, 3=3, 4=4, 5=5) 3.0769 
Education (l=Jr Hi, 2=Hi sch, 




Income (1=<5,000, 2=5,000-9,999, 4.8205 
3=10,000-14,999, 4=15,000-19,999, 
5=>20,000) 
# of Autos (l=None, 2=1, 3=2, 4=3~) 3.2308 
Time in Austin (1=<6 rna, 2=6 mo-1yr, 4.7436 
3=1-3yr, 4=3-5yr, 
5=5yr~) 
Work Downtown (l=Yes, 2=No) 1.4359 
Shop Downtown (1=2/wk, 2=2-3/mo, 3=1/mo, 3.00 
4=every 2-3mo, 5=a1most 
never) 
Shop Highland Mall (same scale as above) 3.7949 
Shop Hancock Center (same scale as above) 3.7179 
Shop Southwood Center (same scale as 
above) 
1p < .05 
2 
p < .01 











































spokespersons be demographically similar to the group, (thus probably 
spokesmen would be more effective), and that advertisements directed 
toward the general public (or to potential switchers) are not likely to appeal 
as strongly to the leaders. Support for public transportation programs may 
still be elicited from leaders by face-to-face interaction with influential 
community groups and business concerns, provided their personal and trans-
portation needs are considered. Cities such as Atlanta, for example, have 
found it effective to appeal for public support of transit funding among 
low-potential riders by stressing the likelihood of getting people off the 
freeway if transportation is improved. Since many of the Austin leaders 
work downtown, lessening downtown congestion is also likely to receive some 
positive response. (The means proposed would be important, however, since 
banning cars from downtown would infringe on their personal prerogatives 
and fears of suburban shopping center dominance, whereas bus lanes and 
shorter headways would probably be greeted with more acceptance). 
Media 
For impersonal communication with leaders, the following media exposure 
data provides additional channels for promotional messages. Tables AS-
A8 provide comparisons and absolute exposure levels for leaders' media 
accessibility and the general adult sample. As discussed in the media 
sections of this reports' bod~ specific time slot campaigns are too detailed 
for this report, and may vary depending on budget level and availability of 
"public service" time (particularly for T.V., although again production 
costs for commercials may also be a limitation). However, the same general 
points may again be noted in that absolute exposures for media slots should 
dominate when price is not a factor, whereas media slots that reach a dis-
proportionate percentage of the target group (in this case, leaders) will 
generally be preferred when media are otherwise comparable on a cost per 
thousand basis. 
As shown in Table AS, the leaders may be reached by messages placed in 
the general news section of the major local paper, followed by TV news pro-
grams, insertions near the business section of the paper, then the sports 
section, political group meetings and so forth. Given no budget problems 
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TABLE A5 
RANKED GENERAL MEDIA EXPOSURE, LEADERS 
Percent Percent 
Media Type Leaders General Adult 
l. 1st section general 
news 100 81.17 
2. TV news 78.05 65.69 
3. Business section 
(newspaper) 78 16.32 
4. Radio news 75.61 62.34 
5. Sport section 
(newspaper) 68.29 28.87 
6. Political groups 60.98 15.48 
7. Easy listening 60.98 35.56 
music 
8. TV sports 58.54 22.18 
9. Church organiza- 56.1 33.47 
tion 
10. TV movies 48.78 66.11 
52 
.... ====z .. 
(free media and adequate budget for T.V. production costs), the specific time 
slots indicated in Table A6 might also be utilized in descending order of 
exposure frequency to the leaders' group. It appears that large numbers of 
leaders (and persons with similar demographic and attitude profiles) might 
be reached by messages placed in "prime-time" TV (all three major networks), 
10 PM + TV (this channel and time-period imply Johnny Carson), as well as 
"easy-listening," drive-time AM (KLBJ-AM, 7-9AM) and evening FM (KASE-FM, 
6-10 PM). 
Table A7 provides data concerning the extent to which leaders differ 
from the general adult sample in terms of general media habits. The groups 
are quite distinct, for a Wilks' Lambda statistic obtained in linear dis-
criminant analysis was significant at a =.0000. From a media allocation 
standpoint. one would tend towards media that are both discriminators across 
the groups and give a high percentage of leader-exposure. However. as 
noted above, relatively small leader-exposure media may be selected if costs 
vary with audience size, for this would tend to maximize effective exposures 
to leaders and influential voters per dollar of media expense. The specific 
time slot exposure differentials shown in Table AS may be of particular 
operational value in narrowing the time periods for communications aimed at 
leaders in the community, although the general media data of Table A7 may aid 
in guiding selection of media types, particularly when programming for 
specific time slots changes over time. 
In addition to the media selection aspects of communications campaigns 
aimed at leaders, the general and specific media differences between leaders 
and the general community suggest some appropriate message and life-style 
implications for this group. Table A7 paints a lucid picture of the leaders 
as relatively more exposed to print media and less with radio and television, 
especially during the day (they all work). Moreover. they appear to be 
(relative to the general public) sports enthusiast~-as spectators. however, 
since they are less likely to be on athletic teams (they are older, remember, 
and probably also more job-centered). The leader group also seems, differen-
tially, to favor "easy-listening" music, to read about business, and to be 
highly active in political and church groups (leaders in some other regions 
of the country might be less likely to be active in the latter). Compared 
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TABLE A6 
RANKED MEDIA SLOTS, LEADERS 
Percent Percent 
Leaders General Adult 
1. KTBC-TV 6-10 pm. 65.85 49.37 
2. KTVV-TV 6-10 pm. 60.98 41 
3. KVUE-TV 6-10 pm. 48.78 41 
4. KLBJ-AM 7-9 AM 36.59 12.97 
5. KTBC-TV lOpm+ 31. 71 21. 76 
6. KASE-FM 6-10 pm 24.39 4.18 
7. KTVV-TV 10 pm+ 21.95 18.83 
8. KVUE-TV 10pm+ 21. 95 16.74 
9. KASE-FM 7-9 am 19.51 1. 67 
10. KASE-FM 10 pm+ 17.07 2.93 
11. K1VV-TV 7-9 am 17.07 6.28 
12. KLBJ-AM 6-10 pm 14.63 4.18 
13. KLRN-TV 6-10 pm 14.63 12.97 
14. KASE-FM 4-6 pm 12.2 2.51 
15. KLBJ-AM 12-4pm 12.2 5.4 
16. KLBJ-AM 4-6 pm 12.2 4.18 
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TABLE A7 
DISCRIMINATING GENERAL MEDIA TYPES, LEADERS 
1. Read newspaper 
4. Read magazines 
3. Listen to radio 
4. Watch television 
5. No newspaper 
6. Read American Statesman 
7. General news (1st section) 
8. Sports section 
9. Women's section 
10. Business section 
11. Dear Abby (Ann Landers) 
12. Radio sports 
13. Top 40 music 
14. Classical music 
15. Easy listening 
16. TV sports 
17. Children's TV 
18. TV movies 
19. Soap operas 
20. Game shows 
21. NO clubs or organizations 
22. Church organizations 
23. Political groups 
24. Athletic team 














































































to the general public this group avoids women's sections, advice-columns, 
classical and top-40 music, childrens' TV, soap operas, game shows, and TV 
movies. Media exposure amplifies the leader's profile of being a conservative, 
pragmatic, hard-working, educated, but not highly intellectual power group. 
Specific time slots that Table AS presents as discriminators of the 
leaders versus general adult respondents tend to support this impression of 
attitudes and life":style. Leaders are significantly highly exposed to lleasy-
listening" music (KLBJ-AM during morning and afternoon drive-time; KASE-F'M 
differentially popular with leaders all day), and underexposed to top-40 
(KNo\.J-AM) and "progressive-rockll (KRMH-FM in evenings and late-night, called 
11 Karmall ) • Leaders are thus" solid citizens" (only more so), and appeals for 
support of transportation improvements must consider their low-likelihood 
of patronage, and sensitivity to non-traditional methods of dealing with 
problems. Appeals based on maintaining the desirability of the community, 
decreasing congestion, and "fare share" of costs for users may be effective 
appeals, particularly in face-to-face encounters with individuals and 
political groups. Alternatively, it may be important to avoid depicting 
public transportation as appropriate only for young people, "liberals," 
and "disadvantaged," even though a large proportion of current and potential 
riders will be found among these groups. Switchers may respond positively 
to appeals based on their needs and demographic characteristics, but part of 
any campaign must indicate the relevance of public transportation for 
business commuting (both to lead to eventual inroads here and to rally support 
among non-riding leaders), as well as attractively presented to members of 
minority groups, older citizens, and so forth. 
Summary 
These tentative suggestions for promotional messages and advertising 
format are intended as starting points rather than definitive campaigns, 
which of course would require testing of ideas which may be generated by 
more intensive consideration of data such as that presented in this report 
and in the appendix. The body deals with recommended changes in determinant 
attributes for specific trip purposes, as seen by the target groups of 
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TABLE A8 
DISCRIMINANT MEDIA SLOTS, LEADERS 
Percent Percent 
Leaders General Adults Probability 
1. KLBJ-AM 7-9 am 36.59 12.97 .0003 
2. KLBJ 4-6pm 12.2 4.18 .0332 
3. KLBJ 6-10 pm 14.63 4.18 .0076 
4. KNOW-AM 17 .07 32.64 .0427 
5. KASE-FM 7-9 19.51 1.67 .0000 
6. KASE-FM 9-12 9. 76 2.93 .0354 
7. KASE- FM 12-4 9. 76 2.93 .0354 
8. KASE-FM 4-6 12.2 2.51 .0034 
9. KASE - FM 6-10 24.39 4.18 .00 
10. KASE-FM 10+ 17.07 2.93 .0003 
11. KRMH-FM 6-10 a 10.04 .0318 
12. KRMH-FM 10+ a 8.79 .0458 
13. K'IVV-TV 7-9am 17 .07 6.28 .0166 
14. KTVV-TV prime 60.98 41 .0163 
15. KTBC-TV noon-4 a 10.04 . 0318 
16. KTBC-TV 4-6 7.32 20.08 .0477 
17. KTBC-TV 6-10 65.85 49.37 .0483 
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potential switchers to public transportation, along with some suggested 
media strategies and financing priorities. This appendix has ~hown the 
extent to which the community leader data is similar to and different from 
both the target groups and the general adult community, in terms of deter-
minant transportation features sought, demographics, and media exposure. 
Some suggestions are noted for potential gaps in perceived importance of 
transportation features and funding priorities between the general community 
and the relevant leaders of the community. While preferences may remain 
relatively fixed in the short-run, planning may be improved to the extent 
to which key groups are made aware of what is important and relevant to others. 
Those who wish to understand leaders priorities and influence them for support 
of transportation improvements may benefit from the specific data presented 
in this report, which may be analyzed in greater detail to aid in deter-
mining appropriate communication strategies and adaptations of public trans-
portation systems to serve leaders' (or other groups') needs. More generally, 
the methods illustrated in this report and appendix may be modified and 
applied to gathering and analyzing data specific to other communities and 
time periods where a marketing approach to public transportation planning, 
modification, and support, may be fruitfully applied. 
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